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ABSTRACT

This research effort has been directed towards the basic design of a high speed and

high precision CMOS comparators. These comparator design techniques are going to be

used in the 10 bit 15 MHz A/D converter, [l]

The multi-stage fully differential amplifier and a regenerative latch are used as the

basic configuration. Various candidates for the fully differential amplifier have been

designed and compared. The fully differential amplifier' with the DC gain of 10 and the

gain band-width of 2.500 Mrad/sec has been chosen.

The author has joined in this project, when he was visiting ERL. University of Cali

fornia as a visiting industrial fellow from August 1984 to August 1985.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the conventional video signal processing in the analog form has been

replaced by digital signal processing, improving the performance, the reliability and in

some cases even the production cost. This replacement has taken place first in the TV stu

dios, where intensive and high quality signal processing is required, no matter how expen

sive the cost of the equipments will be.

Thanks to the development in the VLSI technology, digital video signal processing

becomes affordable even for home used video equipment. Now. several manufacturers pro

vides high quality and multi-function digital TV sets. [2] [3]The sampling rate and quant

ization bits required in this application are 4 fsc ( 14.32 MHz ) and 8 bits respectively.

The signal bandwidth of a video signal is 4.2 MHz. so 3 fsc will be enough to prevent

aliasing. But. for the color signal processing ( especially for the PAL ). it is convenient to

use 4 fsc. Considering only the random quantization noise, a signal to noise ratio ( SNR )

of 48 dB can be achieved with the 8 bit resolution. This is high enough for the commercial

TV video signal. Many Analog to Digital Converters ( ADC ) which satisfy, these

specifications, have been reported and manufactured, both in bipolar and CMOS processes.

[4] [5] Forhigh resolution TVs. a sampling rate as high as 100 MHz will be required. [10]

The next step in the digital video signal processing will be the introduction of digital

video tape recorders ( Digital VTR ) and digital TV cameras. [6] [7] In the 3-CCD Digital

TV camera [7], an analog gain adjust circuit, a limiter and an analog white balance circuit

is installed between the CCD solid-state imagers and the ADCs. There is a feedback loop

to the limiter to keep the black level constant. All these circuits are used to quantize the

input signal effectively in 8 bits. The SNR of this camera is 52 dB for the random noise.

For high quality studio cameras, an SNR above 60 dB is required. This means that a quant

ization of more than 10 bit is required. Even for the home used TV cameras. 10 bit resolu

tion will be desirable. It will make possible to remove all the analog circuits between the

image sensor and the ADC.
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The quantization of the video signal which experiences many signal processings,

requires more bits than 8. Such applications are the digital TV cameras, the digital studio

equipment[8] and the Medical Electronic ( ME ) equipment, such as digital radiography. In

a digital studio, many pieces of equipment will be connected in tandem. Each signal pro

cess will experience a rounding of the digital signal, degrading its quality.

There are many other applications for the high speed, high resolution ADCs. Fig.1-1

shows some application fields, depending on the speed and the resolution of the ADCs. [10]

For now. only one monolithic video frequency 10-bit ADC has been reported using a

bipolar technology.[9] It can quantize the input signal with a sampling rate of 20 MHz.

The drawback of this device is its size ( 40,000 Transistors, 9.2 mm x 9.8 mm ) and its

large power consumption ( 2.0 W ). Moreover, to compensate the reference voltage devia

tion, it has 8 drivers to drive the reference resistor string, and requires laser trimming.

To realize this circuit in CMOS technology, we have to expand the circuitry of an 8

bit CMOS ADC, 4 times. Beside this expansion, one more amplification stage must be

added in the comparator to get the sufficient resolution, and much attention should be paid

to the precision of the resistor string and to the charge feed-through problem. A rough

estimation from an 8 bit CMOS ADC [5] implies that the size and power consumption of a

10 bit video frequency CMOS ADC will be 21.6 mm x 16.0 mm and 1.2 W respectively.

Taking these problems into account, J. Doernberg has developed a novel algorithm for

a high speed, high resolution ADC [l]. Basically, it is a two step ADC. However, it util

izes a parallel binary-weighted capacitor- arrays to quantize the signal. This requires nei

ther sample and hold circuit nor subtractorcircuit, which are the most critical analog parts

in the conventional two step ADCs.

The most difficult component to design in this ADC is the high speed, high resolution

comparator. Because of the two step conversion, it must be operated with the speed much

faster than twice of the conventional flash type ADC. Moreover, it has to maintain the 10

bit resolution at that speed.
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We have developed a multi-stage fully differential comparator to satisfy those

requirements. Here in this paper, the basic analysis and design of the comparator has been

discussed in detail.
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CHAPTER2 TWO STEP PARALLEL A/D CONVERSION

2.1 Basic Configuration and Algorithm

As mentioned in the previous section, the parallel conversion technique can perform

the A/D conversion in a single clock cycle. However, it requires 2N comparators and a

precisely fabricated, and sometimes trimmed resistor string. For example, to implement a

10-bit. 20 MHz ADC . 1024 high resolution ( * 1 mV sensitivity ) and high speed ( =50

nS settling ) comparators will be required.

Recently, a 10-bit. 20 MHz ADC fabricated in an ECL process has been reported.[9]

However, its chip size is large. 10 x 10 mm2, and its power dissipation is 2.08 watts.

Moreover, it contains eight operational amplifiers ( op. amps ) to bias the resistor string .

This is used for the temperature drift compensation of the bipolar transistor's input bias

current in the comparators.

These factors will make it difficult to fabricate this ADC with a high yield rate, and con

sequently a reasonably low price.

As a solution to these problems, two or multi-step parallel conversion [ll] [12] tech

niques have been proposed. One of the most frequently used technique is shown in Fig.

2.1-1. It executes the m-bit MSBs conversion in the first step, then subtracts the quantized

MSBs signal VXJSB from the sampled and held input signal V'„,, and executes the LSBs

conversion as the second step. The disadvantages of this technique is the requirements for

high speed settling and precise circuits for the S/H and subtractor. It is difficult to design

those circuits with the settling time of less than 20 ns within the error of 0.05% ( 0.5 LSB

resolution in 10 bits ).

A promising two-step parallel conversion technique has been proposed by Joey

Doernberg. [l] Instead of using a resistor string with 2A taps as the reference voltage, it

has multiple capacitor arrays connected in 2N different bit patterns. What is important in
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this technique is that the S/H and subtract functions are merged in these capacitor arrays.

Neither an external S/H circuit nor a subtractor are required.

An example of the operation of 4-bit. two-step parallel ADC is shown in Fig. 2.1-3 to

4. and its algorithm in Fig. 2.1-2.

As shown in Fig. 2.1-3. the 4-bit ADC consists of 4 capacitor arrays, each of them

N

containing 3 binary-weighted capacitors. For an N-bit ADC. these numbers will be 2

and N/2+1 respectively. Each array has a comparator, and that is shown in the figure as an

ideal amplifier with a gain of —oo . The bottom plate switches of the capacitors are con

nected to the input, Vref or GND.

At the start, those switches are connected to the input voltage Vin. At the same time

the reset switch around the comparator is closed, in order to set the voltage of the top

plates of the capacitors to virtual GND for the ideal case, or to the offset voltage of the

comparator generally. In this way. the input signal is sampled on the capacitors. Then all

the switches are reconnected to the opposite side. Here the rightmost capacitors are con

nected to GND. while the other two are connected in 4 different bit patterns. From top to

bottom. (11), (10). (01). (00). where we assign 0 for GND. and 1 for Vref. This is the first

step of the conversion. If we assume the input voltage of 0.51V ( (0101 )+A). for the

reference voltage Vref of 1.6V, then the input voltage of the comparators will take the

value as shown in Fig.2.1-3. Here A is a signal less than 1 LSB. and in the case above.

(0101),
0.51=0.5+0.1= . ." 1.6 + 0.1 . The outputs from the top to the bottom are ( LLHH

). In this way. the input signal has been measured to be between 0.4V and 0.8V for the

1.6V reference ( full scale ). Therefore, the encoded binary output should be ( b3.b2 ) = (

0 1 ).

In Fig. 2.1-4. the second step ( the LSBs conversion), is shown. Here, the left two

capacitors of all arrays are connected to Vref or GND. depending on the ( b3.b2 ) MSBs

data acquired in the first step.
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In this example of Vin=0.51V. the 2C's are connected to GND . and C to Vref. taking into

account that ( b3.b2 ) = (01)-»( GND.Vref ). Simultaneously, the rightmost capacitors

are connected to a resistor string, picking up equally spaced voltages. The operations

described above shows THE ESSENCE of this technique. The functions that are essential

for the two step A/D has been accomplished as follows;

1) S/H : Holding the input data on the capacitors all through the two steps.

2) Subtraction : Subtract the quantized MSBs output from the input signal

by setting the bit patterns of all arrays to that of the MSBs data.

The input for each comparator is shown in the Fig. 2.1-4, for the input signal of

0.51V. Then the output of the comparators will be ( LLHH ) from the top to the bottom.

And the encoded binary data is ( bl.bO ) = ( 0 1 ). The full 4-bit data will be (0101)2 =

5. and this means the quantized value of 0.5V for the Vref of 1.6V. Details of this opera

tion will be discussed in the section 2.2 .

The following are the calculations of some basic design parameters.

The 4-bit ADC consists of 4 capacitor arrays, each of them containing 3 capacitors. (

2C. C and C ) For a N-bit ADC, the number of capacitor arrays will be 2 2 . and the

number of the capacitors in each array will be N/2+1. If we define the minimum size

capacitor as the unit capacitor, the number of unit capacitors to realize an N-bit ADC will

be;

N -=r

NCU=2^( £2i~1 + 1 ) = 2" (2.1-1)
*=i

For a 4 bit ADC ( N=4 ). this number is 16. For 10 bits this will be 1024. Using a

unit capacitor of 8 x 8 /xm2..( 0.05pF capacitor with Tox = 30 nm. and some area margin )

the area will be 65,536 fim2.
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f The area occupied by the switches of the capacitor array is also an important factor

to be considered. To equalize the time constants for each capacitor switch pair, the width

of those switches must be also scaled, depending on the size of the capacitances. The

minimum size MOS switch will be used with the minimum size capacitor. And its size

should be doubled, every time the accompanying capacitor is doubled. The detailed circuit

will be shown in Chapter 3. Here we will only count the area of those control switches in

units of a unit size MOS transistor. Each capacitor is connected to 4 switches of the same

size, except the one that is connected to the resistor string. This rightmost capacitor is

connected to 3 switches. So the number of unit size transistors used in the N-bit ADC

will be;

A'

n t a (N+2)
Nswu = 2T( 4 Z 2*:_I + 3 ) = 22( 2 T - 1 ) (2.1-2)

(\ For a 4 bit ADC. that number is 60. For a 10-bit ADC that will be 4064. If a unit

MOS switch of W=5 microns and L=2 microns ( Ron = 16 Kohm under Vgs=0.5V. Uexp =

0.4 and KP = 61 fiA/V2 ) is used, the area of that unit MOS switch can be estimated as 75

fim2. Then the total area occupied by these switches will be 304,800 fxm2. which is about

five times larger than the area occupied by the capacitor arrays. If folded layout is used

for the wide MOS switches, this area will be reduced as far as 50% of the size above. If a

fully differential configuration is used, this number will be doubled. However, with this

technique, it will be possible to reduce the chip area by a large amount, compared to a

parallel ADC ( flash ) discussed in chapter 1.

Becausea large number of capacitors are used in this ADC. attention must be taken to

the input capacitance Cin. It consists of the the capacitors in the capacitor arrays and the

junction capacitors of the MOS switches used there. If we assume that the junction capaci

tance of the unit MOS switch ( including both drain and source ) is:
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Then the input capacitance can be calculated as follows;

dn =Ncw(l+£ )CU = 2'v( 1 + £ )CU (2.1-3)

For a junction area of 5 microns x 13 microns and Cj of 5 x 10""4 F/m2. we get £ =

0.65 for Cu of 0.05 pF. For an ADC of N=10 bit. Cin is calculated to be 84.5 pF.

The acquisition time for the sample and hold can be considered as the time required

to charge the capacitor arrays within the desired precision of 0.5 LSB. Let's consider the

worst case of sampling a full scale signal of N bits. Because of the scaling of the MOS

switches mentioned above, the RC time constant for the charging is the product of the unit

capacitance and the Ron of the unit MOS switch. Then the acquisition time to reach the 0.5

LSB precision can be calculated as follows;

Taq =Cu Ronu ln( -^L )=7.62 Cu Ronu (2.1-4)

For Cu = 0.05pF and Ronu = 16 kfithis value will be 6ns. But in actual design, the resis

tance of the signal lines, the maximum current available from the comparator and other

factors must also be considered.
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2.2 Fully Differential Configuration

In the previous section, the basic circuit configuration of the ADC has been described.

Here, the fully differential version of the same architecture will be discussed.

The advantages of the fully differential configuration is in the increase of the immun

ity against various common mode noise, and in the doubling of the signal swing. These

factors are important in the realization of a high speed high resolution ADC.

Fig. 2.2-1 shows the basic circuit using a 4 bit model. Fig. 2.2-2 shows the timing

chart for its operation. The input signal is supplied in a differential mode at 1^+ and V^-

If the input signal is supplied from a single ended device, a precise single to differential

mode converter is required. The low input impedance is essential in this ADC. Conse

quently, a precise transformer will be the best device for this conversion.

In the following part, the A/D Conversion process will be explained. First, the sam

pling control signals SMPLB and SMPLT are set in their high level ( H ). Ql and Q6 turns

on, and the input signal is sampled in each capacitor. At the same time, the reset control

signal RST is set H, and this closes the loop of the amplifier, sampling its offset voltage in

the input capacitor Cin In the actual case, multi-stage amplifiers are used, in order to

achieve a high gain and high speed. ( Sec 3.4 ) Three reset pulses RSTl. RST2 and RST3 are

shown in the figure. They are opened in that order to sample the feed-through charge from

the transistors closing the loop. ( Sec 3.3 )

After the reset of the amplifiers. ( 15 ns in Fig. 2.2-2 ) the sampling switches are

open at the same time. Then at 17 ns, the evaluation begins when COMP1 is turned H.

There, the capacitors in the array are connected either to ground or Vref . depending on the

code of the comparator. For example, the code of the uppermost comparator is (11)2 = 3.

In this case, both 2C and C are connected to the Vrey .

During the evaluation period, the small difference between the input signal and the

reference is amplified to a sufficient value to turn the latch in the desired direction. This
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voltage depends on the device parameter variation of the latch, and is in the order of 100

mV. ( Sec 3.2 ) The time required to achieve this value from the smallest signal of 1 mV

is around 10 nS, when three stage amplifier each of the gain-band width of 1.200 Mrad/sec

is used. ( Sec 3.4 ) When a sufficient amplification is attained, the strobe STRB is turned H

and the output of the comparator is latched.

The encoder consists of three input NOR gates and a NOR form complementary 2 bit

encoder. The three input NOR gates are used to decode the signal level from the outputs

of the comparators. Fig. 2.2-3 shows two possible circuits for the signal level decoder.

Here, the circuits in Fig.(A) are using exclusive OR ( EXOR ) for the decoding. In figures

(A-l) and (Brl), the operation without error are shown. Only one of the EXOR or the

NOR becomes 1. and that shows the place where the output of the latches turn from 1 to

0. Fig. (A-2) and (B-2) show the decoding process with the existence of an error output

from the 4th comparator. In the circuit using EXOR, three gates shows the output of 1,

resulting in a error after the NOR form decoder. On the other hand, the decoder using

NOR indicates only one position without error. This circuit has such a redundancy that it

detects only the first change from 0 to 1 in the comparator's output. However, if the error

comes in the third comparator in Fig. (B-2). the decoder will indicate a wrong position.

But. this does not make a fatal result. This NOR decoder is now widely used in the flash

type ADCs.

For a 4 bit ADC. this NOR gate must drive 2 gates, and for 10 bit ADC, 5 gates,

which is not a large load. The delay time here can be designed to be less than 1 ns.

In the NOR form 2 bit decoder. 2 transistors are connected in parallel to the vertical

signal line. For the 10 bit ADC. this becomes to 16 transistors in parallel. The load capa

citance here is the junction capacitances of the 16 NMOS transistors in parallel, the junc

tion capacitance of the PMOS pull-up transistor and the gate capacitance of the output

latch. Again this load is not so large and a delay time less than 2 ns can be achieved in

this stage.
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The output latch for the MSB signals are also used in the feed-back loop of the ADC

to hold the MSB data. It must operate as quick as possible, so that output buffers are

required to make its capacitive load small.

The most critical part in the MSB data feed-back path is the driving of the bottom

switches for the LSB evaluation. ( Q3. Q4 and so on ) For a 10 bit ADC 64 bottom

switches are connected in the vertical control line. If a unit transistor of W=10 ym and

L=2 fun is considered, the scaled transistor Q3 or Q4 will have the width W of 160 jmi .

This results in the load capacitance of 30 pF. In order to design the delay time within 5

ns. a large size driver with the W of around 150 ym will be required for the driver of the

most-significant-bit capacitor's bottom switch. Also to drive this large size transistor, a

series of inverters scaled by the factor of 1/e will be required.

Taking all these factors into consideration, the delay of this feed-back path could be

estimated to be less than 10 ns.

After the MSB data are reproduced in the capacitor array, and the 32 level reference

voltages ( 4 level in this figure ) are supplied through Q5. the LSB evaluation starts. After

a sufficient amplification can be attained as before. STRB is turned H and the signal is

latched.

The LSB data is decoded to a. binary code by the same decoder used for MSB.

From this rough estimation, one cycle of conversion can be estimated to be 60 ns at

least. In the following section, a SPICE of the full comparator circuit has been performed.

It doesn't include the logics, but it shows that a 10 bit resolution can be achieved with the

cycle time of 60 ns. There. 10 ns of logic delay has been assumed.

In the actual case, the change of the input signal during the evaluation must be con

sidered. For a numerical example, the 2.5 V full swing signal of ^ MHz has the maximum

rate of change of 79 mV / ns. The ADC must sample and hold this signal. The techniques

used to solve this problem will be discussed in detail by J. Doernberg [l].
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CHAPTER3 COMPARATOR DESIGN

3.1 Introduction

The most critical part for the designing of a high-speed high-precision ADC is the

comparator. This is true especially for the two step ADC. where the comparator must

operate in twice the speed of a conventional flash type ADC.

CMOS amplifiers inherently suffers from a large offset voltage. On the other hand,

their input impedance is so high that it is easy to sample these offset voltages in capaci

tances. However, the problem of feed-through charge injection from the loop-closing

switches arises. To solve this problem, a special sequence for the loop-closing switch

operation is used. This is reviewed in Sec. 3.3. Moreover, the advantage of a fully

differential configuration to prevent amplifier's saturation by these feed-through charge

f has also been discussed.

The reset speed is equally important as the signal evaluation speed. Sometimes it

takes as much time as in the evaluation. The speed and stabilization during the reset

operation is discussed in Sec.3.4.

For a high-speed high-precision comparator, the utilization of a multi-stage amplifier

configuration is essential. Basic analysis and SPICE simulations of this multi-stage

configuration are reported in Sec.3.5.

The amplifier to be used in this configuration should have a much higher gain

bandwidth than the conventional CMOS amplifiers. Some new approach for the design of

these amplifiers has been discussed in Sec.3.6.

A regenerative latch is required to amplify the small signal to a logic level and then

hold it. The speed of a latch depends not only to the transient response speed, but also to

its sensitivity, or the minimum input signal required to amplify the input signal in the

correct direction. Sec. 3.2 explains these points in detail.
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In the last section of this chapter, a SPICE simulation of a full circuit of the com

parator has been performed. This simulation has been accomplished in an early stage,

before the optimization of the amplifiers described in Sec. 3.6. Therefore, an early version

of a fully differential amplifier has been used. However, it demonstrated the feasibility of

this ADC architecture and the 3 stage amplifier with one latch configuration.
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3.2 High Speed Latch Design

The speed of a latch can be determined by two factors. One is the transient speed,

and the other is the sensitivity or the minimum input signal required to amplify the signal

in the desired direction.

When a latch with a cross-coupled common-source transistor couple is considered,

the transient response is an exponential one. The input signal is amplified rapidly by its

positive-feedback mechanism. This is explained in detail in the appendix A. The time con

stant there can be calculated as Cz. Igm. where CL is the load capacitance and gm is the

trans-conductance of the driver transistor.

Even with the high speed transient response, the overall speed of the latch depends

also on its sensitivity. If the sensitivity is low, much time should be spend at the

amplification in the previous stages to acquire a sufficient amplitude of the signal. The sen

sitivity of the latch is analyzed in detail in appendix B.

Fig. 3.2-1 shows the basic circuit of the latch used in the SPICE simulation of the

full size comparator. ( Sec 3.7 ) Here, the last stage of the multi-stage amplifier m3 and

m4 is merged with the cross-coupled transistor latch ml and m2. The load transistors m5

to m8 are used in common. The selection between the amplifier and the latch is performed

by two transistors m9 and mlO. By this configuration, the signal from the amplifier h>

directly coupled to the latch, making the transient speed fast. The drawback of this circuit

is that the amplifier cannot be reset independently. However, the offset in the last stage

result in a small equivalent input offset, divided by the gain of the previous stages. ( Sec

3.3 ) In the actual circuit, more switch transistors are required for the proper operation.

These are explained in Sec. 3.7.

A basic SPICE simulation has been performed for the design of the latch. Fig. 3.2-2

shows the circuit used there. Here, the differential input signal Vm is sampled directly to

the drains of ml and m2 through the transistors m3 and m4. During the sampling period.
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the sources of ml and m2 are connected to some bias voltage VB to cut off these transis

tors. After the sampling is finished, the strobe pulse STRB is turned high and after a cer

tain delay time of T{, the current sources IL1 and IL2 become active. The difference in the

threshold of the transistor pair ml,m2 and the difference in the current of the sources EL

are described by offsets Vos and /„ respectively.

The load current is 100 /jA , the load capacitance CL is 0.1 pF and the dimensions of

the driver transistors ml and m2 are W/L = 27 //m / 2 fim.

Fig. 3.2-3-1 shows the simulation result when no offset exists. The node voltages VI

and V2 falls due to the difference between the current IL1+IL2 and the current flowing

m6. The differential output V1-V2 increases exponentially as calculated in appendix A.

The time constant in the simulation result is 0.5 ns. The time constant estimated from

CL/gm = 0.1 pF/285 fiA /V is 0.35 ns.

Fig. 3.2-3-3 shows the simulation result with an offset of VQS = 20 mV. It is clear

from appendix B, Eq. ( B-18 ) that the minimum input voltage to amplify the signal in the

desired direction is just Vos * 20 mV. In this simulation, the input voltage is in its critical

value of 20 mV, and the signal has been amplified in the wrong direction.

In Fig. 3.2-3-3 . the offset voltage is still assumed to be 20 mV. However, the input

signal is increased to 30 mV . and the signal is amplified in the correct direction.

Fig. 3.2-3-4 shows the simulation under the offset current Ios = 20 fiA and the input

signal of 20 mV. From appendix B Eq. ( B-18 ), the sensitivity of the latch can be

estimated as;

<xCLWs0-VC+Vtft)

Here, a is the rate of voltage change in the source of ml and m2. Vs0 is the initial voltage

of that source. VC is the common mode voltage at the input, and Vth is the threshold vol

tage of the driver transistors ml and m2. This value can be calculated to be 260 mV,

under the condition of a = 334 mV / ns. Vs(t = 2.5 V, \'lh =0.8. VC=1.0 V and CL = O.lpF.
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This is a relatively large value.

Fig. 3.2-3-5 is the simulation result of the latch with the same current offset Ios as

before, but with the input voltage of 100 mV. Here, the signal has been amplified in the

correct direction. The critical sensitivity seems to be less than the value of 260 mV calcu

lated above.

As shown in the appendix B. this poor sensitivity due to the offset Ios. can be

improved by supplying the current with a certain delay T, after the strobe. During this

delay, the latch can amplify the signal to a sufficient value, without experiencing the

current offset. This is shown in Fig. 3.2-3-6. Here, the load current is activated 1 ns after

the strobe signal. The signal is amplified sufficiently before the current sources are

activated, and the signal is amplified in the correct direction. This technique is also used in

the DRAM sensing amplifiers.

As the conclusion of this section, the speed of a latch is determined not only by the

transient response, but also by the sensitivity of the latch. Fqually attention should be

paid to the matching of the current sources and driver transistors, as well as its current

amount and device size.
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3.3 Offset Cancellation of the Multi-Stage Amplifier

The offset voltage of a MOS amplifier is much larger than that of the bipolar

amplifiers. Even with the well controlled fabrication process, the mismatch of the thres

hold voltage between two adjacent transistor is larger than 10 mV. This value is about 10

times larger than the •=- LSBvoltage of 1 mV. ( Here, a 10 bit ADC with the reference vol

tage of 2.048 V has been assumed. )

On the other hand, the MOS transistors have a very high input impedance which

make the holding of a signal very easy. By utilizing this property, the offset voltage can

be stored on a coupling capacitor which is connected between the multi-stage amplifiers.

Moreover as described below, the feed-through charge can also be stored in these capacitors

by a proper sequence of the reset switches.

Fig.3.3-1 shows a multi-stage amplifier of three stages and its reset switch operation

sequence. There are many orders in the sequence to.open these switches after the reset has

been accomplished. ( 3!=6 ways ) Here, the two extreme cases has been examined.

In this figure, the switches are opened from the top ( left ) to the last ( right ).

When all those switches are closed, the offset voltage Vosi appears in the output and input

terminal of each amplifier. When the leftmost switch is opened, the feed-through charge

CVft i is stored at the input node. At the same time. V/,i is amplified by the first amplifier

and that voltage is stored on the coupling capacitor connected in the output of the first

amplifier. This is capable, because the second amplifier is in a closed-loop state, and conse

quently its input node voltage is fixed to its offset voltage V0i 2.

In this order, the second and third switches are opened. On the last stage, the output

appears to be;

V„*-A3Vfr3

This offset is referred at the input equivalent offset voltage VP0S as;
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v _ Vosl _ Vft3
eos ~ A1A2A3 A\A2

If the gain of the amplifiers is sufficiently large, the input offset voltage can be suppressed

within — LSB. As a numerical example, suppose that the offset voltage Vos is 10 mV. the

feed-through voltage Vft is 0.354 V ( switch size W/L= 5 ym / 2 ym. Cox = 1.4 fF/ ym2.

control voltage swing 5 V and C= 0.2 pF ) and the gain is A1=A2=A3=10.

From the equation above. V^ is -0.77 mV. which is less than — LSB.

The drawback of this single-ended circuit is the saturation of the amplifier by the

large feed-through voltage. For example, the output voltage of the last stage is -1.75 V.

which is large enough to saturate the last stage. As described in the following, this prob

lem can be solved by using a fully-differential configuration.

Fig.3.3-2 shows the offset voltage when the switches are opened in the order of right,

middle and left. This is the other extreme case. Once the switch in A3 is opened, its input

node becomes floating and the amplifier is active. Under this condition, the feed-through

voltages from the previous stages are amplified. This results in a large offset voltage as

shown in the figure.

Fig. 3.3-3 shows the offset sampling for a fully-differential configuration. The

equivalent input offset voltage Ve05 has the same value with the non-diflferential

configuration. However, the advantage of this configuration is in the small feed-through

voltage amplification. As shown in the figure, only the difference of the feed-through vol

tage L\Vft is amplified. If the dimension of the switches is matched within 10 %. the out

put swing due to the feed-through amplification can be reduced to 10 % of the previous

value. With the same parameters used above, the output voltage due to the feed-through

A 3AVf,3 can be reduced to 177 mV. This value is small enough to prevent saturation.
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3.4 Transient Response of the Multi-stage Amplifier

In this section, the design of the optimum number of stages N for the multi-stage

preamplifier will be discussed. For the first order approximation, a single pole amplifier

will be used in the following analysis. This is a reasonable assumption for the single

differential amplifier followed by a source follower, which are going to be used in this

comparator design. If we assume the DC gain and cut off frequency of such an amplifier to

be Ao and o>c, respectively, its transfer characteristic will be;

A (o>) = —— (3.4-1)

1+7-2-
tor

The step response for the amplifier above can be easily calculated to be;

V^ (f ) = A0Vm ( 1 -e^c' ) (3.4-2)

Here. Vin is the amplitude of the input step. The acquisition time required to get the

output to Vreq is:

T^ = -Lln( L ) (3.4-3)
1 -

A0Vi,

If the product of the DC gain Ao and the input voltage Vin is much larger than the

required output swing Vreq, the equation above will be simplified as:

"* "c" V»Ao' o>c VinA0 Vin GBW

The acquisition time is inversely proportional to the Gain Bandwidth. GBW = Aowc .

Analogous to the single stage response, the response for the \ stage preamplifier may

be considered as follows. The GBW for the multi stage preamplifier can be calculated as in

as 1-in (i + Vr,q ) = 1 Vreq = Ym. _2. (3.4-4)
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the Appendix C, and its value is

GBW = V 2^-1 <oeA$ (3.4-5)

Next, some numerical examples are shown. Under the conditions of <ac = 333Mrad ,

Ao=10 and Vreq/Vin=1000. Tacq is 0.723nS for N=4 and 0.0783nS for N=5. SPICE calcu

lations have been performed for the same parameters, and the results are Tacq=7.0nS for

N=4 and 5.25nS for N=5. The failure of the calculation above has come from the neglec-

tion of the phase shift for the multi-stage preamplifier. The phase shift at a; is not

<D = -TYzn-K JL) = -Tan*{ " ) (3.4-6)

like a single pole amplifier, but

<D = -NTan^i—) (3.4-7)

In this way. the phase shift increases proportionally to the number of stages N. and this

makes the dela^ much greater than that estimated by Eq. (3.4-3) to (3.4-5).

The SPICE calculation can give us the correct answer, but it is insufficient if an intui

tional search for the optimum number of stages N is required. In the following, a very

simple analytical equation for the acquisition time Tacq will be presented. It coincides

wiih the results of SPICE with a relatively small error, and moreover it can explain the

dependence of Tacq on a)c . A 0 and N more clearly.

The accurate calculation for the transient response of the multi stage preamplifier has

been performed in Appendix C. Here, the solution is repeated.

VM(t)= AgVb (3.4-8)
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Fig. 3.4-1 shows the transient response for a series of multi-stage amplifiers, calcu

lated from Eq. (3.4-8) and from SPICE. The curves calculated from the equation above

coincide well with those calculated by SPICE with a small error.

Fig. 3.4-2 shows the transient response calculated from Eq. (3.4-8), but with the

output voltage range equal to the input voltage of 5V. This is the situation experienced in

a multi stage inverters ( logic ). Here, the greater the number of stages that are used, the

greater the delay will be. This is different from the result above, where the input signal

has to be amplified to a much higher value than the input.

Substituting Tacq for t and Vreq for Vout(t). in Eq.(3.4-8). and then solving for

Tacq. we'll get;

7- =-J-fa( 1--%g-) +-i-ln( Z (^7y ) . (3.4-9)009 toc A$V~ toc K% k\

The first term in the right hand side is analogous to the right hand side of Eq. (3.4-3).

The second term is added to that as the effect of the phase shift in the multi stage

preamplifier. In order to make the dependence of Tacq on the GBW and Vreq/Vin much

clearer, the following assumptions have been made.

*req ^^ A o Vin

tocTacq « 1

Those mean sufficient gain and short acquisition time compared to —. Then Eq. (3.4-9)
toc

can be approximated as follows ( Appendix E );

Tacq = J_(-^_)3 (3.4-10)
acq toc A%Vin

From the equation above, it is much more effective to increase the gain Ao. rather

than the cutoff frequency toc . in order to achieve a high speed acquisition. The difference is

of the exponent factor of N/3-1. But in the actual implementation, the number of stages is
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3 or 4. So there is not so much difference. Another interesting point is the dependence of

Tacq on Vreq/Vin. It is proportional to the 1/3 power of Vreq/Vin and not to the value

itself. This means that there is no significant acquisition time increase to get a high resolu

tion ( high Vreq/Vin ) comparator. For example, the 1/10000 resolution can be achieved

by only 10 times longer acquisition time compared to that of an 1/10 resolution.

Another approximation for Tacq has been reported. [13] That is reviewed in Appendix

C and repeated here.

T°«- GBW{-V—) (3-4-n)

In spite of its extreme approximation, it can explain the dependence of 7^ on

Vreq/Vin or GBW from a qualitative point of view.

Fig. 3.4-3 shows the plot of Tacq vs N calculated from Eq. (3.4-11) . the accurate

analytical Eq. (3.4-8). its approximated form of Eq. (3.4-10) and SPICE simulation. The

accurate analytical equation coincides well with the SPICE simulation. Eq.(3.4-ll) shows

relatively small error compared to Eq (3.4-10). The following data are calculated by Eq.

(3.4-8). However, Eq. (3.4-10) or Eq.(3.4-ll) can help to make clear the relations

between 7^ and Vreq/Vin or GBW. They will be discussed in the following.

Fig. 3.4-4 is a log-log plot of 7^ vs Vreq/Vin. It will be seen that Tacq is not

directly proportional to Vreq/Vin. but rather proportional to its 1/N power, as in

Kq.(3.4-11). The slope decreases slightly as the number of stages N increases.

Fig. 3.4-5 shows the dependence of Tacq on gain Ao. under the condition of a constant

GBW of lOOOMrad. Here the value of Vreq/Vin=100. For N larger than 4, and gain larger

than 10. Tacg is almost independent to the gain change. It is interesting that GBW solely

can predict the response. This could be explained by Eq.(3.4-ll). but not by Eq.(3.4-10).

For large N. higher order terms should be included in the approximation.

When the gain A0 is less than (V'acq /Vin )1/A . it is impossible to acquire the value of
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Vacq. Before that critical value, Tacq begins to rise, when the gain becomes relatively

small. This is explained by Eq.(3.4-10). For N=6. Tacq will be inversely proportional to

the gain.

The dependence of Tacq on the number of stages N is shown in Fig. 3.4-6. Here.

Vreq/Vin=100 is assumed. The curve begins to saturate above N=3. Considering the space

and power required in the multi stage comparator, it will be better not to use more than 3

stages. This will be discussed in the summary section of this chapter.

As described in the previous sections, the acquisition time should be required to be

less than 10 nS. To realize this with 3 stage preamplifier, a GBW of more than 1200Mrad

will be required. Here, the concept of GBW. and not of toc and Ao separately, is applicable,

due to the result from Fig.3.4-5.

For the design of the comparator, a simple equation explaining all the characteristics

mentioned above, should be used. From the previous discussion, the best way will be to

use Eq.(3.4-11). with a correction coefficient a.

T^ ~ gbW{-v—) (3-4"12)

Here the value of a is approximately 1.1 to 1.4. depending to the number of stages N.
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3.5 Reset Speed and Stabilization

For a high speed comparator, the reset speed is equally important as the evaluation

speed. In the actual case the same amount of time or more is spent for the reset.

Fig.3.5-1 (A) shows the basic circuit of the amplifier with a closed loop. LI and L2

are the loads expressed in a general form. R is the resistance of the switch closing the

loop, Cgut and Cin are the output and input capacitances respectively.

From appendix D and F. it is clear that the reset process can be divided in two dis

tinct phases. In the first phase, the reset speed is determined by the RC constant, where R

is the resistance of the loop-closing switch and C is the series capacitance of C^ and Cm .

( Fig. 3.5-1 (B) ) During this phase, the input and output voltages approach each other.

If the time constant of the amplifier, the inverse of the cut-off frequency, is much

smaller than the RC time constant, this time constant of the amplifier will determine the

overall decay. This is explained in appendix F.

After Vm and V^ approach to the same value, the circuit enters to the second phase.

( Fig. 3.5-1 (C) ) Here, the parallel capacitor Cin +0^ is charged or discharged through

two conductances gm and Gi. Gl is the conductance of the load and gm is the conduc

tance of the diode connected driver transistor.

If a current source load is used here. GL is small, and it will take more time for the

comparator to be reset when compared to the diode-connected MOS load. ( Sec 3.6 ) How

ever, a certain gain is required in each amplifier, so that Gl of the diode load cannot be

made too large. In both case, gm will dominate the time constant.

Fig. 3.5.1-(E) shows the modeled transient response during the reset.

Some SPICE simulations are performed to verify this characteristic. The amplifiers

used here are; (l) Fully-differential amplifier with diode and current source loads, and (2)

Fully-differential- cascode amplifier with diode and current source loads. These circuits
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are described in detail in Sec. 3.6.

Fig. 3.5-2 is the results of the transient response simulations for the reset of those

fully-differential amplifiers.

In Fig.3.5-2 (1) , a resistance of R=l k CI is used, so that the RC time costan t can be

calculated as lk*0.1pF/2 = 0.05 ns. The time constant extracted from the simulation is

0.1 ns. The time constant calculated for the second phase is

Cin *C°" = J** =0.74*5
gm 270yA/V

That value extracted from the simulation is 0.65 ns.

Fig. 3.5-2 (2) shows the simulation result for the same circuit and parameters, except

the resistance R=10 k CI The time constant during the first phase is 0.5 ns from calcula

tion and 0.9 ns from simulation.

Here, the transient response shows some oscillation. This is caused by the second

pole introduced by the RC circuit in the closed loop. From the criteria for preventing oscil

lation ( Appendix F Eq. ( F-12 ) ). the gain-band width of the amplifier A toc must satisfy

the following relation:

1
Aqjl ^

ARC,

Here, the gain-band width is 2200 Mrad/sec and -r^s,— is 250 Mrad/sec. To avoid any
*RCm

oscillation, R must be less than 1.14 k CI However, the size for this switch is about W/L =

25ym /2ym. This value is so large that a large amount of the feed-through charge will be

induced into the amplifier, causing saturation. Even with a fully-differential configuration.

this problem is fatal.

Fig. 3.5-2 (3.) is the transient response of the reset for R= 5 k CI It takes about 10 ns

to settle to its final value, but the transistor size of W/L= 13 ym/2 ym is acceptable.

Fig. 3.5-3 (l) to (3) are the transient simulations for the cascode amplifier. ( Appen

dix E. Sec 3.6 ) The basic characteristics are the same to the previous simulations, except
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the tendency of oscillation. The reason for that is the existence of the non-dominant pole

in the cascode amplifier. In order to achieve a high speed reset, attention must be paid to

this pole.

Next, the reset speed of a multi-stage comparator will be discussed. Fig. 3.5-4 shows

the basic circuit to be considered. To make the analysis easier, the initial condition of Vos

=0 V has been assumed. ( Fig.3.5-4(A) ) This means that all nodes are set to 0 V after

reset.

As a worst case, a large input voltage V0 is supplied, and all of the amplifiers are

saturated. The outputs are set either to V0 or -V0. ( Fig.3.5-4(B))

Next, the loop-closing switches are turned on to reset the comparator. ( Fig. 3.5-4(C)

) All node voltages move towards their initial value of 0 V. To make the calculation

easier, a simple periodic structure, or a regular structure has been assumed. ( Fig. 3.5-

4(D)) Here, the number of stages are infinitely expanded in both sides, and consequently

the node voltages can be repeated periodically.

Fig. 3.5-6 shows the solution for this regular structure. The time constant calculated

for the first phase is CpRl2, where C,/2 is the series capacitance of the two Cf connected

in the input and output of the amplifier. There is no effect of the coupling capacitance C.

This result can be understood intuitively, if we notice that there is no change in the charge

stored on the coupling capacitances. ( Fig. 3.5-4(C) and (D) )
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3.6 Characteristics of Fully-Differential Amplifiers

3.6-1 Reset Sequence

The optimum amplifier configuration depends on the operation sequence of the com

parator. There are basically two kinds of sequence to be considered, based on the number

of reset operations used in one A/D conversion cycle.

Fig. 3.6-1 shows those two sequences. (A) is the basic circuit of the fully-differential

amplifier to be considered here. Here. Gi . Gm and CL are the conductance of the load, the

transconductance of the driver and the load capacitance respectively.

Fig. 3.6-1 (B) shows the transient of the output voltage in the double reset operation.

Here, the amplifiers are reset after each MSB and LSB evaluation. The time constant of the

transient during the evaluation is ClI GL. From the calculation in Sec. 3.5. it is clear that

the time constant during the reset interval is C^l (GL+Gm)^CL/ G,„. Here, small RC

constant for the closed loop ( small resistance of the loop-closing switch ) has also been

assumed.

Let's consider the worst case ( the most time consuming case ). that is the 1 LSB

evaluation in the opposite direction after a saturation of the amplifier during the MSB

evaluation.

The residual output voltage Vg$ after the first reset is:

V*s=Vse Ci/Gw (3.6-1)
Here. V5 is the output voltage of the amplifier in a saturation, and Tr is the reset time.

With this voltage as an initial condition, the final voltage Vw after the LSB evaluation is:

Vv = VRSe Cl'Gl - AVus(1-e Ci'GM (3.6-2)
Here. TL . A and VL(tfl are the LSB evaluation time, the gain of the amplifier and the

input signal of 1 LSB respectively.
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To acquire the correct answer, this value should be negative. Therefore, the following

restriction for the conductance of the load device can be derived.

1L AVLSB

As a numerical example:

V^ = 1 mV

A= 10

CL = 0.1 pF

TL = 10 nS

Gm = 200 yA I V

TM - 10 ns

V5 = 1 V

7*£ = 5 ns

Vw can be calculated to be 45 y V, and Gi ^45 nA I V. which is a small value.

From this estimation, it is clear that not only the MOS load connected in a diode

configuration but also a current source load with low G± is possible to use in this double

reset operation. This means that an amplifier with high gain of Gm I Gl is able to be used.

However, the speed of a multi-stage amplifier depends basically on the gain-band width

GBW of the amplifier. ( Sec 3.4 ) so that there is no advantage to use a high gain amplifier

with current source loads, which require a common-mode feedback to maintain the CMRR

and to stabilize the DC output level.

The drawback of this double reset operation is the complexity of the control. As is

shown in Sec. 3.3. the loop-closing switches of the amplifiers must be opened in a certain

delayed sequence to sample the feed-through charge. In order to satisfy this sequence, a

total time of 8 ns will be required for a reset time of 5 ns. This is a large time consuming

portion for a high speed ADC.

Another possible reset sequence is the single reset operation. This is shown in Fig.

3.6-1 (C) In this operation, the reset is performed only after the LSB evaluation. Here.
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much attention should be paid to the relatively large time constant of Cl I Gl during the

LSB evaluation.

Let's assume the worst case, that is the 1 LSB evaluation in the opposite direction

after the saturation of the amplifier during the MSB evaluation. The final output voltage

after the LSB evaluation period Tl is:

-T, TTL

Vw = Vse ^' ^ - AVlsbH ~ e ^' *L ) (3.6-3)

Again, to acquire the correct answer, this voltage should be negative. The conductance of

the load should satisfy the following condition:

GL ^£JLln(l+-A_) (3.6-4)
1L AVLSB

Using the same numbers as the previous numerical example, we get the result of

Gl ^46yA I V. This large value cannot be realized by a current source load. Beside this

condition, a certain gain Gml Gl is required for the amplification of small signals. These

conditions are satisfied with the multi-stage configuration, and in some cases, a high speed

low gain amplifier at the head of that multi stage amplifier. Also, a MOS diode clamp may

be used in the head amplifier to reduce the V'5.

The considerations so far was dealing with a single stage. This concept can also be

expanded for the multi-stage amplifier.

In this report, fully-differential amplifiers with MOS loads connected in a diode

configuration will be discussed. These amplifiers have a high band-width of Gl I Cl and

low gain of G,„ / GL .

The discussions and SPICE simulations in this report are based on the single reset

operation. The upcoming report by J. Doernberg [4] will discuss also the double reset

operation.

3.6-2 Characteristics of Fully-Differential Amplifiers.
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Fig. 3.6-2 shows various differential amplifiers examined here. Every circuit has a

diode connected MOS loads, except (C) which has a current source load and a common-

mode feedback ( CMFB ) circuit. The details of the calculations are explained in appendix

D. Here, only the essential characteristics of each amplifier will be reviewed.

Fig.(A) is the simplest circuit using MOS loads M3 and M4 connected in a diode

configuration. ( diode load ) The drawback of this circuit is that the gain is determined

only by the square of the dimension ratio of the driver to the load device. For a 3 stage

amplifier used in a 10 bit ADC. at least the gain of 10 is required for each stage. To realize

this, the W1/W3 ratio of 100 . or the (W1L3)/(W3L1) ratio of 100 will be required. This

makes the device size large.

Fig.(B) is the improved circuit proposed by J. Doernberg. Two current sources M5

and M6 are added to the previous circuit. These current sources supply extra current to

the driver transistors Ml and M2. The desired gain can be attained by the ratio W1/W3

and the current ratio Id1/Id3. This circuit shows enough GBW of 1570 Mrad/sec and rea

sonable size of 296 ym2. which is around half of the previous circuit. A detail design of

this amplifier is reported in appendix E.

Fig. (C) is the only circuit examined here that uses current source loads. In order to

get a high CMRR ratio, a CMFB circuit is used. Here the CMFB circuit is expressed by a

general form, which consists of an adder to extract the common mode voltage from the

output and an amplifier. Usually a common-source differential amplifier is used here as a

source follower. The gain of this CMFB circuit is close to unity. There are many other

way to implement this type of amplifiers, but they are not discussed here.

This circuit shows a high gain of g„,i(rol/ I ro3) . but its cut off frequency

1/ CL(rol/ I ro2) is relatively low. It is difficult to use this circuit in the single reset

operation.

Fig.(D) is an improved version of (B). The problem in the previous circuit was the

relatively large Miller capacitance. Coupling capacitance Cc is used between each amplifier
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stage. and the output voltage from the previous stage is attenuated by the ratio of

Cc/ (Cc+Cin ), where Cin is the input capacitance of the amplifier containing the Miller

capacitance. With that Miller capacitance, the input capacitance is almost doubled, result

ing in a large attenuation. Moreover, this large capacitance results in a large load capaci

tance for its previous stage, degrading its GBW. In the circuit of Fig.(D). cascode transis

tors M3 and M4 are added to suppress the voltage change in the drain of Ml and M2. and

consequently to reduce the Miller capacitance. This suppression depends on the dimension

ratio of the cascode transistor and the driver transistor. By this configuration, a very high

GBW of 2.500 Mrad/sec has been achieved. The optimum design of this circuit will dis

cussed in Sec. 3.6-3.

Here, a non-dominant pole is induced by the parasitic capacitance CP at the node

between the cascode transistor and the driver transistor. This degrades the stabilization

during the reset operation. Details are discussed in appendix D.

Fig.(E) shows the folded version of the previous circuit. Using this configuration, the

output swing can be increased. However, even with the previous circuit, an output swing

of 3.0 V can be achieved for a 5 V power supply, which is sufficient for our application.

Fig.(F) shows another method to solve the problem of large load capacitance due to

the Miller effect of the next stage. Source followers M7 and MS are added, so that the

load capacitance can be reduced to a relatively small value of Cp. The drawback of this

problem is the large power consumption. To maintain the unity gain of the source fol

lower over the GBW of the differential circuit, the transconductance of M7 and M8 must

be the same to that of Ml and M2. This results in doubling the power consumption if the

same transistor dimension is used.

This circuit has been used in the simulation of the full comparator. ( Sec. 3.7 ) The

power consumption for a comparator with three amplifiers of this type and a latch is 20.2

mW, resulting in a large power consumption of 646.4 mW for the 10 bit ADC.
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Fig.(G) shows a class AB amplifier. This circuit is very attractive for its high driva-

bility in the class B operation. The drawback of this circuit is the large input capacitance

of around 0.4 pF. In this amplifier, the input signal must drive two complementary

transistors, and this doubles the input capacitance.

3.6-3 Optimum Design of the Fully-Differential Amplifier

(1) Amplifier with Diode Loads

Three circuits are chosen from the previous section and studied in detail. The first

one is the fully-differential amplifier with diode loads. As shown in Fig. 3.6-3 (A), all the

dimension of the transistors and the current flowing the current sources are scaled with

respect to the width Wl of the driver transistor. Here, the conditions for the optimum

design is the output voltage V0 in the reset state, the DC gain G and the attenuation rate £

due to the coupling capacitance between amplifiers. Details of this calculation are

described in appendix E. As the final result, the gain bandwidth GBW can be expressed

with respect to Wl as:

GBW = i (3.6-5)

Here, ag and ac are the coefficients that show the linear dependence of the transconduc-

tance and load capacitance on Wl respectively.

The gain bandwidth increases asymptotically to a maximum value of GBWmax = as I ac.

Under the conditions of G=20. £ = 0.5 and V0 = 1 V. the maximum value of G5Wmax

= 267 Mrad/sec can be achieved. This is a relatively small value. To attain 90% of this

value, a channel width Wl of more than 21 ym is required.

(2) Amplifier with Diode and Current Source Loads
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The circuit is shown in Fig. 3.6-3 (B). Under the same condition described before, the

GBW can be expressed in the same form as in the.Eq. ( 3.6-5 ). The dependence of the

GBW on Wl has been calculated and simulated. This result is shown in Fig. 3.6-4. Here,

the GBW increases asymtotically to its maximum value in both cases. However, the max

imum value differs each other, the maximum value from the analytical calculation is 1660

Mrad/sec. while that value from simulation is 2500 Mrad/sec. In the analytical calcula

tion, a channel width of more than 16 ym is required to achieve a 90% GBW of the max

imum GBW.

Here, some characteristics for an amplifier of Wl = 32 ym has been simulated. Fig.

3.6-5 shows the DC transfer curve. The output swing is around 3.0 V which is a value

large enough for our application. The cross point of the two outputs, which is the point

set after the reset, is 1.0 V which is just the expected value for the calculation.

Fig. 3.6-6 is the transient response for the input voltage of 10 mV. Due to the Miller

effect in the input capacitance, the input signal is attenuated to about 70% of its value. (

VI ) The response for this short time period is almost linear with the slew-rate of 9

mV/sec. which is well predicted by Eq.( 3.4-2). If the cut off frequency and time product

toct is much smaller than unity, the equation above can be approximated as:

V0Ut(t) = GBW Vint

From this equation the slew-rate can be approximated as 1600 Mrad/sec x 7 mV =^11

mV/sec.

(3) Cascode Amplifier with Diode and Current Source Loads

This circuit is shown in Fig. 3.6-3 (C). Under the same condition described before,

the GBW can be expressed in the same form as in the Eq. ( 3.6-5 ). The dependence of the

GBW on Wl has been calculated and simulated. This result is shown in Fig. 3.6-7. Here,

the GBW increases asymtotically to its maximum value for the analytical calculation.

However. GBW has a maximum peak for the SPICE simulation. The maximum value from
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3.7 Simulation of the Comparator

A SPICE simulation of the full size comparator has been performed in the early stage

of this project, for the purpose to check the feasibility of the architecture. The optimiza

tion of the amplifier used in the comparator has finished after this simulation. The

amplifier used in this simulation is not the cascode type, but the diode and current source

load type with a source follower buffer. Consequently, the speed is not as fast as the final

version which will be reported in the upcoming paper, [l] However, even with this circuit

the 10 bit. 15 MHz ADC can be realized, and the result of this simulation has encouraged

us to proceed to the next step.

Fig. 3.7-1 shows the full circuit used in the simulation. The binary weighted capaci

tor array has been modeled as a pulse generator, a resistor and a capacitor connected in

series. The pulse generator simulates the input signal or the reference voltage appearing in

the bottom plate.of the capacitors. The resistor is the on resistance of the bottom plate

switches and is scaled, depending on the size of the capacitors. The minimum size resistor

and capacitor have the value of 8 k ft and 0.05 pF respectively. COMP5 is the comparator

sub-circuit including the multi-stage amplifier and latch.

Fig.3.7-2 is the timing chart used in this simulation. The code of the comparator

used here is assumed to be (01000)2 = 23 = 8, and the input signal is

(0100100111)2 = 28+25+7 ^ 295. The reference voltage Vref is 1.024 V. so that the

input voltage is 295 mV.

From 0 to 20 ns. This input voltage is applied to the capacitors through the pulse

generators VP1 to VP6. Then for the MSB evaluation period, the reference voltage is sup

plied only to the bit3 capacitor. This corresponds to the code ( 01000 ) of this comparator.

The five most significant bits of the input data are ( 01001 ). and is larger than the com

parator code. Then low level output L appears in the output MSB+. ( From the sense that

the input is larger than the reference, it might be better to set the output MSB+ to high
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level H. ) A 5 bit data of ( 01001 ) is supposed to be attained from the decoder, and this

code is fed back to the capacitor array, turning its bottom plate voltage as 0.0, 1.024. 0.0.

0.0. 1.024 from the MSB to the LSB capacitors. A reference voltage of 256 mV,

corresponding to the code ( 01000 ) is supplied to the bitO-B capacitor. Here, the five least

significant bits of the input is ( 00111 ), which is smaller than the comparator code (

01000 ). The output of H appears at LSB+ in this case.

Fig. 3.7-3 shows the comparator subcircuit COMP5. It consists of four subcircuits.

Two of them are the fully differential amplifier HEADAMP2, and the other two are the

differential amplifier merged with the latch. Transistors ml and m2 are the sampling

switches for the top electrode of the capacitor arrays.

HEADCMP2 is a fully differential amplifier with diode connected loads m3 and m4.

and current sources m5 and m6. The number of transistors is 12.

LATCHD is the latch subcircuit with a differential amplifier. The driver transistors

ml3 and ml4 of the latch share the same loads m3 to m6 with the driver transistors ml

and m2 of the amplifier. By this configuration, the smooth transfer of signals from the

multi-stage amplifier to the latch can be realized. Transistors m26 and m27 are used to

disconnect the amplifier drivers from the latch. These switches are essential to prevent the

interference from the amplifier to the latch. ( The node voltages of the source of ml and

m2 are pulled high during the latch operation. However it takes time to cut off ml and

m2, and they interfere the latch operation. )

Current source II and the differential amplifier composed by ml6 to ml8 are used to

switch the amplifier and adjust its current.

Here in this comparator, two latches are used. One for the MSB evaluation and the

other for the LSB evaluation. The purpose of this dual latch structure is to feed-back the

MSB data to the capacitor array as soon as possible, without using any extra latch to hold

the MSB data.
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Fig.3.7-4 shows the program list of this simulation. SPICE Version 2G.1 is used here.

Fig. 3.7-5 shows the node voltage as the result of the initial DC calculation, and the power

dissipation. As was described in the previous section, the amplifier with source follower

buffers consume more power than the other configurations. The total power dissipation

here is 20.2 mW. Using 32 comparators will results in the power consumption of 646.4

mW. which is a relatively large value.

The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 3.7-6. Here the MSB data can be

evaluated at 30 ns from the sampling of the signal, and the LSB data can be acquired at 57

ns. The LSB data can be held by the latch during the next sampling and MSB evaluation

cycle, so that a sampling cycle time of 60 ns is feasible.

The input voltage of the comparator is shown in Fig. 3.7-7. Here, no offset voltage is

assumed in the comparator. During the sampling period, the input voltage jumps high and

then saturates to zero. ( less than a half LSB of 1 mV in the simulation ) Then for the

MSB evaluation there is a differential input of -74 mV.( Ideally it should be-78 mV.) And

for the LSB evaluation the differential input is +2 mV as estimated in Fig. 3.7-2.
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FULL SIZE COMPARATOR C0MP4 TEST

INPUT LISTING TEMPERATURE - 27.000 OEG C

3 APRIL 1985
3 STAGE OF HIGH SPEED AMP

COMP CODE 01000
INPUT 01001 00111 ( 0.295V)
VREF 1.024V
CUNIT 0.05PF
RUNIT 8K0HM
1CYCLE 60NS ( 16.7MHZ ) , 4 APRIL
INCREASE THE POWER OF THE SOURCE FOLLOWER. 4 APR
INCREASE THE BW OF HEADAMP BY THE FACTOR OF 2 ( M3.4 )
ADD M2 (BIG SW) IN C0MP4 AND KEEP VRST2 H FOR T»0, 29 APRIL
ADD CAPACITORS AT THE FRONT OF THE COMPARATORS. 2 MAY
CHANGE THE CONVERSION CONDITION IN .OPTIONS, 3 MAY

C1

C2

C3
C4

R1

3
4

5

6

18

R2 19

R3 20

R4 21

CP1 22 1

CP2 23 1
CP3 24 1

CP4 25 1

CP5 26 1
CP6 27 1

CN1 34

CN2 35
CN3 36

CN4 37

CN5 38

CN6 39

0. 1P

0. 1P

0. 1P

0. 1P

1T

1T

1T

1T

0.8P

0.4P

0.2P
0.1P

0.05P

0.05P

0.8P

0.4P

0.2P
0. 1P

0.05P

•0.05P

RP1 28 22 0.5K

RP2 29 23 1K

RP3 30 24 2K

RP4 31 25 4K

RP5 32 26 8K

RP6 33 27 8K

RN1 40 34 0.5K

RN2 41 35 1K

RN3 42 36 2K
RN4 43 37 4K

RN5 44 38 8K

RN6 45 39 8K

VDD 7 0 DC 2

VSS 8 0 DC -2
VRST1 9

VRST2 10

VRST3 11

VRST4 12

VRST5 13

VSMPL1

VSTRB1 15 8

VSMPL2 16 8

VSTRB2 17 8
VP1 28

VP2 29

EP3 30

31

32

EP4

VP5

+

VP6

+

8

8

8

8
8

14 8

33 0

5

5 ,
PULSE(5 0 I5N 1N 1N 53N -6-0N)
PULSE(5 01345N 1N 1N 49N 70N)
PULSE(5 0 18N 1N 1N 40N 60N)
PULSE(5 0 9N 1N 1N 49N 60N)
PULSE(0 5 19N 1N 1N 25N 60N)
PULSE(0 5 10N 1N 1N 14N 60N)
PULSE(0 5 26N 1N 1N 22N 60N)
PULSE(0 5 40N 1N 1N 9N 60N)
PWL(0 0 51N 0 52N 5 79N 5 80N 0)
PULSE(0 0.295 1N IN 1N 17N 70N)
PWL(0 0 1N 0 2N 0.295 19N 0.295 20N 1.024 59N 1.024 60N 0)

28 0 1
28 0 1

PWL(0 0 1'N 0 2N 0.295 19N 0.295 20N 0 38N 0 39N 1.024 59N 1.024
60N 0) „

PWL(0 0 1N 0 2N 0.295 19N 0.295 20N 0 38N 0 39N 0.256 S9N 0.256
60N 0)

Fig. 3.7-4-1 Simulation Program List (1)



EN1 40 0 28 0 -

EN2 41 0 29 0 -

EN3 42 0 30 0 -

EN4 43 0 31 0 -

ENS 44 0 32 0 -

EN6 45 .0 33 0 -

X1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 C0MP4
.SUBCKT C0MP4 1 2 :I 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1J
• IN+ IN- MSB+ MSB- LSB+ LSB- VDD VSS RST1 RST2 RST3 RS"
+ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
•SMP1 STRB1 i3MP2 STRB2 MON1 mon2 mon:i M0N4

C1 18 22 0 .1P
C2 19 23 0 .1P

C3 1 24 0 .1P

C4 2 25 0 .1P

Ml 1 9 0 8 NMOS W-40U L»2U AD-260P AS-260P PD-53U PS-53U
M2 2 9 0 8 NMOS W-40U L-2U AD-260P AS-260P PD-53U PS-53U
X1 24 25 18 19 7 8 10 HEADCMP2
X2 22 23 20 21 7 8 11 HEADCMP2
X3 20 21 4 3 14 15 7 8 12 LATCHD
X4 20 21 6 5 16 17 7 8 13 LATCHD
.ENDS C0MP4
•HEADCMP2 SUBCIRCUIT
•3 APRIL 1985
•HEADCMP WITH SOURCE FOLLOWER
.SUBCKT HEADCMP2 1 2 12 13 I9 9 11
• IN+ IN- OUT- OUT+ VDD VSS RST
10 8 10 DC 80U
RS 8 10 1MEG
M1 4 1 3 9 NMOS W=27U AD-175.5P AS«*175.5P PD-40U PS-40U
M2 5 2 3 9 NMOS W-27U AD-175.5P AS-175.5P PD-40U PS-40U
M3 4 4 8 8 PMOS W-12U AD=78P AS-78P PD-23U PS-23U
M4 5 5 8 8 PMOS W=12U AD=«78P AS-78P PD«-23U PS-23U
M5 4 6 8 8 PMOS W»24U AD°t56P AS=156P PD-37U PS-37U
M6 5 7 8 8 PMOS W-24U AD»156P AS=156P PD=37U PS-37U
M7 6 6 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD-156P AS=156P PD=37U PS-37U
M8 7 7 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD=156P AS=156P . PD-37U PS-37U
M9 6 10 9 9 NMOS W=16U AD«104P AS-104P PD=29U PS»29U
M10 7 10 9 9 NMOS W=16U AD-104P AS=104P PD-29U PS-29U
M1 1 3 10 9 9 NMOS W=36U AD=234P AS-234P PD-49U PS=»49U
M12 10 10 9 9 NMOS W»8U AD-52P AS=52P PD-21U PS-21U
M13 4 11 1 9 NMOS W»8U AD=52P AS=52P PD=21U PS-21U
M14 5 11 2 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS=52P PD-21U PS-21U
M15 8 4 12 9 NMOS W=24U AD=156P AS-156P PD=37U PS-37U
M16 8 5 13 9 NMOS W=24U AD-156P AS=156P PD»37U PS-37U
M17 12 10 9 9 NMOS W=24U AD-156P AS-156P PD-37U PS-37U
M18 13 10 9 9 NMOS W-24U AD=156P AS-156P PD=37U PS=37U
•M15 8 4 12 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P *AS=52P PD-21U PS-21U
• M16 8 5 13 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS-52P PD-21U PS-21U
•M17 12 10 9 9 NMOS W»8U AD-52P AS=52P PD-21U PS-21U
*M18 13 10 9 9 NMOS W=8U AD=52P AS-52P PD=21U PS-21U
.ENDS HEADCMP2
.SUBCKT LATCHD 1 2 16 17 14 13 8 9 18
. IN+ IN - OUT-• OUT+ SMPL STRB VDD VSS RST
• 19 MAR. 1985 , REVISED 22 MARCH 1985.
10 8 10 DC 80U
11 8 15 DC 80U

RS0 8 10 1MEG

RS1 8 15 1MEG

Fig. 3.7-4-2 Simulation Program List (2)
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RST5



M1 19 1 3 9 NMOS W=27U AD-175.5P AS-175.5P PD-40U PS=40U
M2 20 2 3 9 NMOS W=27U AD=175.5P AS=175.5P PD-40U PS=40U
M3 4 • 4 8 8 PMOS W»3U AD=19.5P AS-19.5P PD-16U PS-16U
M4 5 5 8 8 PMOS W»3U AD=19.5P AS-19.5P PD«16U PS-16U
M5 4 6 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD=156P AS-156P PD-37U PS=37U
M6 5 7 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD=156P AS-156P PD=37U PS=37U
M7 6 6 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD=156P AS-156P PD=37U PS=37U
M8 7 7 8 8 PMOS W=24U AD'=156P AS«156P PD-37U PS=37U
M9 6 10 9 9 NMOS W«=16U AD=104P AS-104P PD=29U PS=29U
M10 7 10 9 9 NMOS W=16U AD=104P AS-104P PD=29U PS=29U
M1 1 3 12 9 9 NMOS W=36U AD=234P AS-234P PD»49U PS=49U
M12 10 10 9 9 NMOS W=8U AD=52P AS-52P PD-21U PS=21U
M13 4 5 1 1 9 NMOS W«27U AD-175.5P AS-175.5P PD=40U PS-40U
M14 5 4 1 1 9 NMOS W=27U AD=175.5P AS-175.5P PD-40U PS=40U
M15 1 1 13 9 9 NMOS W=4U !.»4U AD-26P AS-26P PD-17U PS-17U
M16 12 12 9 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS-52P PD-21U PS=21U
M17 9 14 15 8 PMOS W=8.U AD-52P AS-52P PD=21U PS=21U
M18 12 0 15 8 PMOS W»8U AD-52P AS-52P PD=21U PS=21U
M19 3 14 8 8 PMOS W=36U AD-234P AS«=234P PD-49U PS=49U
M20 8 4 16 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS=52P PD=21U PS=21U
M21 8 5 17 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS-52P PD=21U PS-21U
M22 16 10 9 9 NMOS W=8U AD=52P AS-52P PD-21U PS=21U
M23 17 10 9 9 NMOS W-8U AD-52P AS-52P PD-21U PS-21U
M24 4 18 0 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS=52P PD=21U PS-21U
M25 5 18 0 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS=52P PD-21U PS=21U
M26 4 14 19 9 NMOS W»8U AD-52P AS-52P PD-21U PS-21U
M27 5 14 20 9 NMOS W=8U AD-52P AS-52P PD-21U PS-21U
.ENDS ILATCHD

• MOS MODELS (FIRST VERSION. XEROX 2U)
• 19 MAR. I985

.MODEL PMOS PMOS LEVE
+ NSUB-1E16 TPG=-1 XJ
+ UEXP-0.440 VMAX-9.0
• MAX CAPS

+ CGSO*5.1E-10 CGDO-5
• TYPICAL CAPS
• CGSO-4.4E-10 CGD0-4

L=2 VTO—0.70 KP-48.0U GAMMA-.49 TOX-30N
-0.5U LD-0.375U XQC-0.5
E4 LAMBDA".024

.1E-10 CJ-3.4E-4 CJSW-3.8E-10 CGBO-1

.4E-10 CJ-3.1E-4 CJSW-3.0E-10 CGBO=1

5E-10

4E-10

.MUULL NMUa NMU5 LtVtL°Z V IU=. / HKoft/U OAMMAa.44 IUA»OON

+NSUB=1.0E16 XJ=0.3U LD=.375U UEXP=.12 VMAX-5.2E4 LAMBDA**.024
+XQC-0.5
• MAX CAPS

+ CGSO-3.1Er-10 CGDO-3.1E-10 CJ-3.0E-4 CJSW-1.9E-10 CGBO-1.5E-10
• TYPICAL CAPS
• CGSO-2.7E-10 CGDO-2.7E-10 CJ-1.5E-4 CJSW-2.5E-10 CGBO-1.4E-10
•

•MOS WITH OFFSET

.MODEL NMOSD NMOS LEVEL-2 VTO-1.0 KP-67U GAMMA-.44 TOX-30N
+NSUB-1.0E16 XJ-0.3U LD-.375U UEXP-.12 VMAX-5.2E4 LAMBDA-.024
+XOC-0.5
• MAX CAPS

+ CGSO-3.1E-10 CGDO-3.1E-10 CJ-3.0E-4 CJSW-1.9E-10 CGBO-1.5E-10
• TYPICAL CAPS

• CGSO-2.7E-10 CGDO-2.7E-10 CJ-1.5E-4 CJSW-2.5E-10 CGBO-1.4E-10
.OPTIONS ACCT LIMTIM-10 DEFL-2U ITL1-5O0
+ABSTOL-10P VNTOL-10U

.TRAN 0.5N 70N

.PRINT TRAN V(1.2) V(22.1) V(28) V(18) V(19) V(20) V(21) V(3) V(5)

.PLOT TRAN V(18) V(19) (-0.5.3.5) V(20) V(21) (-1.5.2.5)
+V(3) V(4) (-12.5.7.5) V(5) V(6) (-17.5.2.5)
.WIDTH OUT-80
.END

Fig. 3.7-4-3 Simulation Program List (3)



FULL SIZE COMPARATOR COMP4 TEST

it:*/ : «t-^'

• • • • INITIAL TR ANSI EN T SOLUTION TEMPERATURE - 27.000 DEG C

NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE

( D -0.0000 ( 2) -0.0000 ( 3) -0.9909 ( 4) -0.9909

( 5) 0.8282 ( 6) 0.8282 ( 7) 2.5000 ( 8) -2.5000

( 9) 2.5000 C 10) 2.5000 ( 11) 2.5000 ( 12) 2.5000

( 13) -2.5000 ( 14) -2.5000 C 15) -2.5000 ( 16) -2.5000

( 17) -2.5000 ( 18) -0.1698 [ 19) -0.1698 ( 20) -0.1698

( 21) -0.1698 [ 22) 0.0 ( 23) 0.0 ( 24) 0.0

( 25) 0.0 [ 26) 0.0 I 27) 0.0 ( 28) 0.0

( 29) 0.0 i 30) 0.0 [ 31) 0.0 [ 32) 0.0

( 33) 0.0 |: 34) 0.0 [ 35) 0.0 ' 36) 0.0

( 37) 0.0 (; 38) 0.0 (: 39) 0.0 [ 40) 0.0

( 41) 0.0 (' 42) 0.0 (: 43) 0.0 <I 44) 0.0

( 45) 0.0 ( 46) 1.4149 (: 47) 1.4149 (: 48) 1.4149

( 49) 1.4149 ( 50) -1.1018 (. 51) 1.4149 <: 52) -0.0496

( 53) 1.4149 ( 54) 0.7249 ( 55) 0.7249 ( 56) -1 . 1018

( 57) 1.4149 ( 58) -0.0496 ( 59) 1.4149 ( 60) 0.7249

( 61) 0.7249 ( 62) -1.1018 ( 63) -0.3122 ( 64) -0.9462

( 65) 2.4993 ( 66) -0.9462 ( 67) 0.5119 ( 68) 0.5119

( 69) 0.7249 ( 70) 0.7249 ( 71) -1.8734 ( 72) -0.3319

( 73) -1.1018 ( 74) -0.3122 ( 75) -0.9462 ( 76) 2.4993

( 77) -0.9462 ( 78) 2.5000 ( 79) 2.5000 ( 80) 0.7249

( 81) 0.7249 ( 82) -1.8734 ( 83) 1.5627

TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION 2.02D-02 WATTS

Fig. 3.7-5 Node Voltage and Power Dissipation
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CHAPTER4 CONCLUSION

A brief review about a new high-speed, high-precision ADC architecture originally

proposed by J. Doernberg[l] has been presented.

Then, the design of the comparator, which is the most critical part in that ADC. has

been discussed in detail.

A SPICE simulation of the full comparator circuit shows the feasibility of this ADC

algorithm and the comparator configuration.

The author has joined in this project for only 8 month, which is too short to finish

the design of a full ADC circuit. Therefore, he made a concentration on the analysis and

design of the high-speed high-precision comparator. The author wishes that all these

analysis and simulations will be of some help to those who are engaged in the design of a

high-speed and high-precision comparators.
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Appendix A Transient Response of the Latch

(l) Latch without Loads

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, at the beginning, the cross-coupled common-source MOS

transistors operate without loads, in order to avoid the large oflFset error induced by the

mis-match of the current source loads. In this state, the circuit has the configuration as

shown in Fig. A-1. The relations among the currents and voltages can be expressed in the

following five equations.

71= hv2-Vs-Vt)2 (A-1)

72 = %-(Vl-Vs-Vt)2 (A-2)

71 +72 = Io+Co^^L (A-3)

71=^1 (A-4)
at

72 = -C^X (A-5)

And let's assume the following initial conditions.

V1(0)= Vo+4 (A-6)
2

S

2
V2(0)= Vo-4 (A-7)

Vj(0) = Vso

Here.Vo is the common mode input signal, and S is the differential mode input signal.

By indicating the common mode voltage by Vc. and the differential mode voltage by

Vd. then VI and V2 can be expressed as follows:

vi = vc+y^.
2

V2 = VcJ"
2

Then from Eq. (A-l)(A-2)and (A-3). the common mode voltage transieni can be

solved as

Vc = Vo-l2-L-^L(Vs-Vso) (A-8)
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From Eq.(A-l) and (A-2), a differential equation for the differential mode voltage

can be derived;

*Y± = £(Vc -Vs -Vt )Vd (A-9)
at C

Here an essential approximation must be considered for the estimation of Eq. (A-9).

Let's assume the common source voltage Vs to be,

Vs = Vso-at (A-ll)

The value of a can be approximated as follows for the first order calculation, that is the

discharge of the capacitors by lo.

lo
OL = —•-

2C+Co

For the sink current lo of 10 fi A and the total capacitance of O.lpF, this value is 100

mV/nS.

From Eq.(A-8),(A-9) and (A-ll), a differential equation for Vd can be derived as

follows;

d™ = hvo-Vso-Vt)Vd = l^-Vd (A-12)
at C C

Here gm0 is the initial mutual conductance of each cross coupled MOS transistors.

This can be easily solved to get;

Vd{t)= Sexp(*£Lt ) (A-13)
Q

The differential mode signal grows exponentially with the time constant
gmO

(2) Latch -with Current Source Loads

To drive external loads, current source pull up circuits will be required as shown in

Fig. A-2. As described in sec. 3.2, these current sources are connected to the cross coupled

MOS FETs after the amplified difference voltage Vd(t) reaches a value much larger than its

offset.
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Again, the relations among the currents and voltages can be expressed in the follow

ing five equations.

71= hv2-Vs-Vt)2 (A-14)

72 = 1(V 1-Vs-Vt )2 (A-15)
z

71 +72 = lo +Co^- (A-16)
dt

71 = -C^K1+7L (A-17)
dt

72 = -C*¥2l+IL (A-18)

Here.IL is the current flowing in the load.

Then from Eq. (A-14)(A-15)and (A-16). the common mode voltage transient can be

solved as

Vc = Vo -a°^L)t-ZjUVs -V^o ) (A-19)

From Eq.(A-14) and (A-15). a differential equation for the differential mode voltage

can be derived,

*™ = 0(Vc -Vs -Vt )Vd (A-20)
dt C

Again an approximation must be considered for the estimation of Eq. (A-20). Let's

assume the common source voltage Vs to be,

Vs = Vso-at (A-21)

The value of a can be approximated as follows for the first order calculation, that is the

discharge of the capacitors by Io-2IL.

Uo-2IL)
a = —s

2C+Co

If lo is equal to 2IL. no change in the common source voltage Vs is observed.

From Eq.(A-19).(A-20) and (A-21). the same results Eq.(A-12) and (A-13) can be

derived.
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Appendix B Latch Sensitivity

(l) Latch without Load

The analytical calculation for the sensitivity of the latch ( cross coupled MOS FETs ).

without loads has been reported in [6]. Here, a brief review of that calculation will be

presented. Fig. B-1 shows the circuit of the basic regenerative latch. The same circuit with

a number of reset switches and transfer gates is used widely in DRAM sense amplifiers. If

the parameters of both Trs and the capacitors are perfectly matched, as in Appendix A, the

theoretical sensitivity will be infinitely small. But, as shown in the figure, these parame

ters are not completely matched, so that to amplify the input signal in the proper direc

tion, a certain amount of input signal S must be supplied. This is the definition of the sen

sitivity S. For the worst case, lets assume the following conditions;

(1) Initial Condition.

Vl(0)=Vo

V2(0)=Vo+S

(2) Parameters.

C\> C2. fr< &. VthlZ Vth2

Assuming that both transistors are operating in the saturation region, the change of

the node voltages VI and V2, during a small time interval A t can be written as;

a

AVI = Jl-(V2(0)-Vth l-Vs)2A t (B-1)
2C i

AV2= 7£-(Vl(0)-Vth2-Vs)2At (B-2)
2C2

And similarly to the derivation in Appendix A, the transient response of the common

source voltage. Vs(t). is assumed as;

Vs(t) = Vso -at (B-3)
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From Eq.(B-l) and (B-3), the time tl when Ml turns on is;

tl = —(Vso-Vo-S+Vthl) (B-4)
a

Similarly, the time t2 when M2 turns on is;

12 = —(Vso -Vo +Vth 2) (B-5)
a

After the turn on of Ml, the voltage VI begins to decrease. However, for a critical condi

tion where tl ^ t2. VI can be assumed to stay constant until M2 turns on. In this way,

the estimation for t2 was done similarly to tl.

The sensitivity can be considered as the minimum input voltage S, which can increase

the difference I V1-V2 I, after both transistors Ml and M2 turn on. In the following, the

change of AV1 and A V2 after t2 will be calculated.

The node voltage Vl(t) at the time t2 can be calculated by integrating Eq.(B-l)

between tl and t2. Here, tl and t2 are substituted by Eq's (B-4) and (B-5).

Vlit 2) = -J^-iSHVth 2-Vth l))3+Vo (B-6)
OCyOl

And V2 at t2 is;

V2(t2)= Vo +S (B-7)

The voltage change AVI between t2 and t2 + Ar is;

AVI = J£-(V2(t2)-Vthl-Vso+a(t2+At ))2Az
2C i

= J2-.(S+otAt+(Vth2-Vthl))2At (B-8)
2C i

Here, the change of V2 has been neglected compared to the rapid change aAt of the com

mon source voltage Vs.

Similarly, for the change in V2(t) after t2;

AV2 = -*L(VlU2)-Vth2-Vs)2At
2C2

as J^-[aAt --J±-(SHVth 2-Vth l))3l At
2C2 oCia
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^J^jiaAt-AVl,^, 2)2At (B-9)
If the change AVI during tl to t2 is much smaller than the change in the source voltage

aAt, the equation above can be approximated as follows;

AV2 = J^L-otAt* (B-10)
2C2

For the accurate signal amplification, the following relation should be satisfied.

AVI > AV2

Then from Eq.(B-8) and (B-9). the sensitivity S can be derived as;

S>(V£* |?- "I XocAt )+(Vth 1-Vth 2) (B-ll)
O 2 pi

(2) Latch with Current Source Loads

The introduction of current source loads to the cross coupled transistor pair brings

about a large offset, and consequently the sensitivity is degraded. Although this is not

refered in [6], it will be calculated here as a comparison to the previous result without

loads.

Fig B-2 shows the basic circuit. Here, in order to assume the worst case, the follow

ing assumption is added to those in the previous calculation.

77.1 > 77,2

The node voltages satisfy the following differential equations.

dV, j3i
77.1 -Cj-—i = ^-{V2{t )-Vs-Vth I)2 (B-12)

dt 2

dV0 ft>
1L2 -C2—l = ¥-(Vl(t)-Vs-Vth2)2 (B-13)

dt 2

Before Ml and M2 turn on. current sources charge the load capacitors Ci and C2.

increasing VI and V2 as follows:
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Vl(r)= UlL + Vo (B-14)
Ci

V2(r ) = lil + Vo +5 (B-15)

Assuming that the common source voltage follows Eq.(B-3), the time when Ml turns

on can be calculated from Eq.(B-12) and (B-15) as;

11 = v*,-w,-f;™1 (b-16)
CL +

c2

And the time when M2 turns on can be calculated similarly as;

f2m Vso-Vo+Vthl (B.17)
a + —-—

In order to evaluate the sensitivity S for this case, we'll only assume the degradation

of S due to the mis-match in IL/C and Vth. Then, in order to amplify the input signal S in

the proper direction, the following condition will be sufficient.

t\^t2

Ml should be turned on first. Thus, comparing Eq.(B-16) and (B-17),the sensitivity S can

be calculated as;

,77,1 _IL2,

SZ Cl °2 (Vso-Vo+Vth2)-AVth (B-18)

Here. Vthl= Vth2+ AVth .

For the latch without current source loads, the sensitivity was proportionally

increasing with the square root of the errors of -pz— and ~. But here, it is proportional to
C2 pl

the error of IL/C directly. So, more care should be paid lor this circuit. And if possible, it

is better to cut off the loads for the early stage of operation, and after a sufficient

amplification has been attained, connect the loads to drive the next stages. This method is

also applied in DRAM sensing amplifiers.
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Appendix C Transient Response of the Multi Stage Amplifier

(1) Small Signal Approximation >

If we assume a single pole amplifier with a DC gain of A 0, and cutoff frequency of

(Dc. the transfer characteristic of a single stage is;

A(o>) = A° (C-l)

The cut off frequency ( -3dB frequency ) of the N stage amplifier is o>m, and the gain is;

1

6>/n
1+y—

N\
3

,= 10^=^- (C-2)

Solving for <om.

= "V2^-4 o>c (C-3)
The Gain Band Width <iBW is;

GBW =V2^ o>c A»N (C-4)

When the number of stages N is increased, the cutoff frequency decreases, but the gain

increases. <om decreases monotonically, and shows no significant change over the value of

\T=15. Here the (om is almost 0.22 <i)c.

(2) Large Signal Transient Response

The transfer function for each stage, assuming a single pole, is

H0O ) = ii^ CC-5)
S+0)c
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The transfer function for the multi-stage amplified N stages ) is

H(s) = (C-6)

For a step input Vin(t) = Vin u(t), the output Vout of the multi stage amplifier will

Vout(s)= H(s)Vin(s) =
(A0tocyVin

( S+(t)c)Ns

The inverse Laplace transform can be performed as follows.

(C-7)

yfjoo (A0ojfe)NVin rtVout(i) = i,-1(Vout(s)) = * f ; ^^Vds = R.+Ro (C-8)
27H y4~ (s +toeTs ^

Here. R^ and £0 are the residuals on poles - <oc and 0 respectively. Those residuals

can be calculated as follows.

_ 1 dN-*
r»< = TnhYs]™ Ts7r=r

(AQo>cyVin ,
(s+o>cr A,—e

( s +o>c r s

=T^nrUo6,c)Aryi'nJ1-^ £^
Here the differential can be calculated by first making a Taylor Expansion of

, si oo t k _ k -i

= z
f*5'

A = 0
*!

And then, the differential m (C-9) is calculated as.

dN

dsN s 1
= £j^vv^-i= f (-,)*

A:!
X =0 * =o

Substituting (C-ll) to (C-9). we get

In -kl\ 7™"

(C-9)

(C-10)

(c-n)
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R»c = -AS Vin e^' £
/^(^^

* = o k\

The other residue can be easily calculated as,

_ . dN~*
R0 = lim » I

j— 0 <**^

Uo6)c)*Vfri j
= ^o^Vin

Then the output voltage Voitf(t) is calculated as.

VW(t)= AjfVin
k=0

For a single stage of N=l. the familiar result (C-15) is obtained from (C-14).

Vatf(t) = A0(H^1)

For 2 stage amplifier.

V«tf(t)= Ao^l-e^'d+^t))

And for 3 stage amplifier.

-«,t
Voitf(t) = A03(l-e c (l+o>ct +

(o>c t )2
))

(C-12)

(C-13)

(C-14)

(C-15)

(C-16)

(C-17)

The number of stages N appears as the exponent in the gain A 0. and as a power series

of 0)c t after the exponential term. The former increase the response speed to achieve a cer

tain voltage, while the latter decrease the speed. It is interesting that at the limiting case of

N=oo. the power series converge to eWf , and this cancels the e c term completely. The

result of (C-14) can be verified by a straightforward calculation of the multistage

amplifier. But it is difficult to perform the calculation for \ more than 4 stages.
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(3) Acquisition Time Estimation (I)

Substituting Tacq for t and Vreq for Vout(t) in Eq.(C-14), and then solving for the

acquisition time Tacq, we get;

1 V 1 N-i. (m T )*Taa, =-J-I*( l --^)+JLln( £ K<*cl°f ) (C-18)

The first term in the right hand side is analogous to the right hand side of Eq. (3.5.5-3).

The second term is the effect of the phase shift in the multi-stage preamplifier. In order to

make the dependence of 7^ on the GBW and Vreq/Vin much clearer, the following

assumptions have been made.

*req ^^ A qV-m

tocTacq « 1

These mean sufficient gain and short acquisition time compared to —. Then Eq. (C-18)
toc

can be approximated as follows;

Aotoc Vin 0)c

^JTSTvir ^t <r<":' + 2 j^-j + 5 ) + 3<-o>cTac,

m7Tfc*****''-i***-*"
And solving for Tacq.

l

T = 1 ( 6Vreq )T (C-20)

(4) Acquisition Time (n)

Another approximation which is derived in a different way has been reported. [5]

Here, the outline of that calculation is reviewed. The inverse Laplace transform of Eq.(C-
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7) can be also expressed in the following form;

VourU) =Vin{ucA0)Nfj-J-^t"^' dt (C-21)

If t is much smaller than 1/(dc , then the exponential term can be approximated to be

1. But. as a result, this is not so bad an approximation. Then. Eq.(C-21) can be calculated

easily to be;

Substituting Tacq for t, and Vreq for Vout(t), the following conclusion can be

derived;

= 1 (Y^lf (C-22)
2aa> GBW{^V~) lC 22)

Here GBW= o>c A 0 is the gain bandwidth of a single stage.
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Appendix D Characteristics of Fully Differential Amplifiers.

1. Amplifier with pMOS Loads in Diode Connection

1.1. Differential Gain

Fig.D-l(A) shows the basic configuration of the fully differential amplifier with

pMOS loads in diode connection. Fig. F-l(B) is the AC equivalent circuit for the

differential half circuit. For simplicity neither body bias effect nor short channel effects

will be included here. From the current conservation rule,

* - —gni3Voui = SCL Vout + gmlVin

Solving this equation for the differential gain. Ad =Vout/Vin;

Ad(s) =-gmy g'"3 (D-l)
j-±-+ 1

gm3

S i
From this result, we get the DC differential gain of ——. and the cut off frequency

gmZ

T gnt 3
toc of ——.

1.2. Common Mode Gain

The common mode gain Ac can be derived using Fig.D-l(C). Here the resistance Rs is

the output resistance of the current source M5.

Vs
1 - -gm*Vwt = sCL VQut + gml(Vin - Vs) =

2RS

Solving this equation for the common mode gain Ac=Vout/Vin.

A<(s )=~op 1 xi^(* > (D"2)
*KSgm\ + l

The common mode rejection ratio is 2^5g/nl + 1 over all frequency, and the cutoff fre

quency is same as that of the differential mode half circuit.
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13. PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio )

Next, the PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio ) will be considered. Fig.D-l(D)

shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vd from the Vdd power supply.

The current continuity can be satisfied by the following equation:

gm3(V, - Your )=g«l(0 - V, )+^'^ ^
r01 2RS

Here. rol is the output resistance of Ml. Solving this for the gain of Add=Vout/Vd.

Add .= — as 1 (D-3)
I— 1

(g/nlrolXg,„3r0l)

This large gain of 1 is the result of the diode connection of M3 between the Vdd line and

the output terminal. This large signal is transmitted to the next stage as a common mode

signal. So. it will be necessary to drive into an amplifier having a high CMRR.

Fig.D-l(E) shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vi from the Vss

power supply. This circuit satisfies the following equation;

Vs — V;
~~gm 3"out ~~ ~gm 1"s — 7Tp

Solving this for the gain of Ass=Vout/Vi,

Ass * * (D-4)
2Rsgm3

This value is small enough to prevent the noise from the Vss power line being coupled to

the output.

1.4. Dynamic Range

Next, the dynamic range of this amplifier will be calculated. Fig.D-l(F) shows the

amplifier under saturation. Here. M2 is completely cut off. and the bias current lo flows

through Ml and M3. Thus, the highest output voltage Vh is Vdd-VthP. and the lowest

voltage VL can be determined from M3 as:

Vl =V„ -VthP-2 -yj ^1 (D-5)
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Here. VthP is the threshold voltage of M3, and /33 is the value of KP*W/L for M3.

When the circuit is in a balanced state, a current lo is flowing on both sides, so that

the output voltage Vm is:

-Jvm =v<* -vthp - -yj 2̂ 1 (D-6)

1.5. Closed Loop Response

In appendix H.the transient response of the reset in the linear operation region has

been calculated. In the actual case, we have to consider the large signal response in the

nonlinear operation region. Fig. F-l(D-l) shows the circuit with the loop closed during

the reset. Here, the MOS switch used to close the loop is modeled by an ideal resistor R.

The input and output nodes are set in their maximum or minimum value as the worst case

for a reset. ( The amplifier is saturated. )

Precise calculation by SPICE shows that, the reset is performed in two phases. In the

first phase, the charge on the capacitors is redistributed quickly through the resistor R.

There, the time constant is simply;

r^tc,/ / C2)R (D-7)

Here. // describes the series capacitance. For the second phase, the input and output vol

tage are the same, and converge together to the final value. The transient response for this

phase will be calculated using Fig.D-l(D-2). The current continuity at each output node

can be expressed as follows;

^(V^-Vi-V*?)2 =(C, +C2)^± +f^L{V,-Vs-VthN)2 (D-8)
^-(Vdd -V2-VthP )2 =(C, +C2)^i +?JL(V2-Vs-VthN )2 (D-9)

Here. /32 and fiD are MOS current coefficients for the load ( M3.M4 ) and driver ( Ml. M2

) transistors respectively.

Bysubtracting Eq.(D-9) from Eq.(D-8). and taking account the following equations:
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Vd = V, - V2

_ (Vi + V2)
c 2

the following differential equation can be derived;

dVA

dt Ci+C2

This differential equation can be solved easily

Here, the time constant 72 is;

Pi (Vdd -Vc -VthP) + fiD (Vc-V5 -VthN )

Vc = V^o e
—t

7T

C!+Co
72 = ' " (D-10)

gmL + gwD

*m£ =j8l(V^-Vc-V^)

gm* =/3z>(Vc-V5-V/AA0

g^ni and gmD are the transconductance of the load transistor and driver transistor, respec

tively.

2. Amplifier with Diode and Current Source Loads

2.1. Differential Gain

Fig.D-2(A) shows the basic configuration of the fully differential amplifier with

pMOS loads in diode connection and current-source loads in parallel. Fig. F-2(B) is the AC

equivalent circuit for the differential mode input. For simplicity neither the body-bias

effect nor the short-channel effect will be included here. From current conservation rule.

1=~g/n3Vo«f R0t" =SCL V^, + gmlVin
Here RL is the output resistance of the current source load and can be neglected, compared

to the small impedance of m3, . Solving this equation for the differential gain
g/»»3

Ad=Vout/Vin;
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Ad(s) =-8m*J' gm3 (D-ll)
W.

5—=-+ 1
g/n3

From this result, we get the DC differential gain of —^—. and the cutoff frequency
g/n3

p •

mc of -r£—. What is different compared to the previous circuit is that the current flowing
L

through Ml and M3 can be adjusted independently. No large ratio of W1/W3 is required

to get high gain.

2.2. Common Mode Gain

The common mode gain Ac can be derived using Fig.D-2(C). Here the resistance Rs is

the output resistance of the current source M5.

i = -gm3Vou, = sCL V^, + gmi(Vin -Vs) =

g,H3(v, - v„) =gml(o - vs) + V°"' Vs =

Vs
2RS

Solving this equation for the common mode gain Ac=Vout/Vin.

Ac (s) =- 1 Ad is) (D-12)
^•Ksg/Ml + 1

The common mode rejection ratio is 2Rsg,„i + 1 over all frequencies, and the cutoff fre

quency is same to that of Ad.

2.3. PSRR

Next, the PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio ) will be considered. Fig.D-2(D)

shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vd from the Vdd power supply.

The current continuity can be satisfied by the following equation:

Vs

oi 2RS

Here. rol is the output resistance of Ml. Solving this for the gain Add=Vout/Vd.

Add = — =*1 (D-13)
1—1 1

{gm\ro\Mm*roO

This large gain of 1 is the result of m3 being diode connected between the Vdd line and the

output terminal. This large signal is transmitted to the next stage as a common mode
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signal. So. it will be necessary to receive that with an amplifier of high CMRR.

Fig.D-2(E) shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vi from the Vss

power supply. This circuit satisfies the following equation.

Vs — V.
~~gm 3 *out — "~gm \*s ;2RS

Solving this for the gain. Ass=Vout/Vi,

Ass =—^ (D-14)
2Rsgmz

This value is small enough to prevent coupling noise from the Vss power line to the out

put.

2.4. Dynamic Range

Next, the dynamic range of this amplifier will be calculated. Fig.D-2(F) shows the

amplifier in a saturated state. Here. M2 is completely cutoff, and the bias current lo flows

through Ml and M3. Thus, the highest output voltage Vh is Vdd-VthP. and the lowest

voltage VL can be determined from M3 as;

VL =V„ -V,hr-2 -y/ ^iii (D-15)
Here. VthP is the threshold voltage of M3. j33 is the value of KP*W/L for M3 and Ib is the

bias current flowing through the current sources M5 and M6.

Wrhen the circuit is in a balanced state, current lo is flowing on both sides, so that the

output voltage Vm is:

V,„ =VM -VM--J 2±£llL». (D-16)
2.5. Closed Loop Response

For the reset time calculation in the nonlinear mode, the same equations Eq.(D-7) to

Eq.(D-lO) can be derived, if the bias current in both sides has the same value of lb.
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3. Amplifier with Current Source Loads and a Common Mode Feedback ( CMFB )

Fig.D-3(A) shows one possible configuration of the fully differential amplifier with

current source loads and a CMFB circuit. THe CMFB circuit consists of a common mode

signal extractor circuit, which average the signal of the output nodes, and an amplifier of

gain A ( usually less than 1 ). The purpose of this circuit is the reduction of the common

mode gain, which will be explained below, and the stabilization of the DC level of the out

put nodes.

3.1. Differential Mode Gain

Fig. F-3(B) is the AC equivalent circuit for the differential mode input. For simplicity

neither body bias effect nor short channel effect will be included here. Because the CMFB

circuit doesn't pick up a differential mode signal the CMFB circuit does not appear in this

figure. From KCL.

—V

1 = ir / 7- \ = sCl V/«" + g'»\VinKrol/ i ro3;

Here. rol and ro3 are the output resistance of transistor Ml and M3 respectively. Solving

this equation for the differential gain Ad=Vout/Vin;

a ( \ _ gmi(roi/ I ro3)AdKs) = -—-1 _ _— (D-21)

From this result, we get the DC differential gain of gm\{r0\l I ro3). and the cutoff fre

quency <o«. of ( y
Cl^oU I roZ>

3.2. Common Mode Gain

At first, the common mode gain Ac without CMFB will be derived using Fig.l)-3(C).

Here the resistance Rs is the output resistance of the current source M5.

l = ~ = gml(Vin - VS ) +
ro3 " *' roi 2RS

Solving this equation for the common mode gain Ac=Vout/Vin,
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*«—•£*
This is such a large value that a common mode voltage may saturate the amplifier. There

is another problem with this circuit. The DC level of V^ changes drastically, even with a

slight change in the drain conductance.

To solve these problems, the common mode feedback circuit ( CMFB ) has been intro

duced. Fig. F-3(D) shows the AC equivalent circuit using this CMFB. for the common

mode input. The output voltage satisfies the following equation:

-Y^L = g JV - Vc ) - Vs +AgmS V— gm\<v m VS ' ^T5— ^ ^>— outTo3 ZKg 2.

Solving this equations, the common mode gain is:

Ac = * (D-32)
Agm5Rs

The common mode gain can be reduced enough in this way.

33. PSRR

Next, the PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio ) will be considered. Fig.D-3(E)

shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vd from the Vdd power supply.

The current continuity can be satisfied by the following equation;

(Vd " Vouf ) =- f(o - v )=A- + g,n5AV

Solving this for the gain of Add=Vout/Vd.

Add =—— (D-33)
Ag„,5ro3

Fig.D-3(F) shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vi from the Vss

power supply. This circuit satisfy the following equation.

V V — V- Q c
-l^L'=-a ,v =— J-+°!!lL(AV -V)~ gmlv i «~5 ~ 7> v'*kom viJ

^o3 2Kg L

Solving this for the gain of Ass=Vout/Vi.

Ass ==i- (D-34)
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Because the gain A is very close to 1. this value is not so small, and much care must be

taken to prevent the noise from Vss line. line.

3.4. Dynamic Range

Next, the dynamic range of this amplifier will be calculated. Fig.D-3(G) shows the

amplifier in a saturated state. Here the CMFB circuit consists of three transistors M6.M7

and MS. For the common mode signal it works as a source follower , and for a differential

mode it has no gain. ( But, detail calculation can show a certain gain for the large swing

differential mode signal. ) Here. M2 is completely cut off. and the bias current lo flows

through Ml and M3. In the CMFB circuit, all the bias current 21b flows through M7.

Thus, the highest output voltage Vh is Vdd, and the lowest voltage VL can be determined

from M3 and M7 as;

VL =-Vss +VlhN +2-^/ -^- +VthK +2-yJ iL (D-35)
Here. VthN is the threshold voltage of M5 and M7. /35 and j37 is the value of KP*W/L for

M5 and M7. respectively.

When the circuit is in a balanced state, current lo is flowing on both sides, so that the

output voltage Vm is:

'"•v +2m\lj; +VthA + v 2j; (D_36)V' = -Vrr + V

The frequency response of this CMFB circuit will be calculated using Fig. F-3(H). for

the common mode signal. From the figure.

Vout _ ,,, t, n g/»517 . Vs-sCL - -=- = gml(Vin - V, ) = ±^LV0tt, +o«i i - in .1 ' *+ oui ~ rj
ro 3 & *-Kg

The common mode gain can be calculated as;

A*(s) = d ^ ^ .i r (D-37>Rs(2sCL + gm5)

The -3dB frequency of o>cc = Jl is much higher than the cutoff frequency a>c for the
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differential mode input. So, the CMRR will become worse above this frequency. But as a

preamplifier for tyhe comparator, and as long as the common mode gain is small enough,

there should be no problem.

3.5. Closed Loop Response

The reset of this amplifier can be considered similarly to the previous circuits. The

process can be divided in two phases. The first phase has the RC dominant time constant.

Here, in Fig. F-3(I). the second phase is considered. The current continuity for each sides

can be expressed as follows:

h=(C1 +C2)^± +^-(V'i-Vs-tW )2 (D-38)
Ib = (Cj + C2)—- + !^-(V2-Vs-VlhN )2 (D-39)

at 1

Here. (&D is the MOS current coefficient for the driver (Ml, M2 ) transistors.

By subtracting Eq.(D-39) from Eq.(D-38). and taking account the following equa

tions;

Vd = V,-V2

v _ (Vi + v2)
c 2

the following differential equation can be derived:

dVd i

dt Ci+C2

This differential equation can be solved easily

VD = V^c72'
Here, the time constant 72 is:

71= Cl+C2 (D-40)
gmD

g«a> = MVc-Vs-VthN)

gmD is the mutual conductance of the driver transistor.
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4. Cascode Amplifier with pMOS Loads in Diode Connection.

Fig.D-4(A) shows the basic configuration of the fully differential cascode amplifier

Ml to M4 with pMOS loads M5, M6 in diode connection and current loads M7, M8. to

supply extra current to the driver transistors.

4.1. Differential Mode Gain

Fig. F-4(B) is the AC equivalent circuit for the differential mode input. For simplicity

neither body bias effect nor short channel effect will be included here. From KCL:

~~gmsVout —sClVqu ~ gm 3^1

-g/,,3^ i = sCp Vi + gm i Vm

Solving these equation for the differential gain Ad=Vout/Vin:

Ad(s) =- fol/fos (D-41)
(,_L + 1)(j— + 1)

gm 5 gm 3

gm\From this result, we get the DC differential gain of . and two poles;
gmS

gmS

gm3
Pi - -~— • The first one is the dominant pole. If p2 »/>i. then the unitv gain band

width or the GBW is:

gm\

4.2. Differential Mode Gain

The common mode gain Ac can be derived using Fig.D-4(C). Here the resistance Rs is

the output resistance of the current source M9.

-gmsVQut = sClVm - gm3V1

-gm&i = sCpV, + gml{Vin -Vs)

g„,i(V*, -v5) =
Vs

2RS

Solving these equation for the common mode gain Ac=Vout/Vin.
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Ac(j }=~1* 0l +1^(j} (D-42)
The common mode rejection ratio is 2Rsgml + 1 over all frequency, and the poles are same

to that of Ad.

43. PSRR

Next, the PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio ) will be considered. Fig.D-4(D)

shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vd from the Vdd power supply.

The currentcontinuity can be satisfied by the following equation;

gms(vd - vout) =g,n3(o - vx) +Y^lXl =gml(0- vs) + Voa'-v* =XL-
r©3 rol 2RS

Here. rol and ro3 are the output resistance of Ml and M3. respectively. Solving this for

the gain of Add=Vout/Vd.

Add ^ L s=i (D-3)
l+7 „—1 .

(g/»ir01)(g/„zr0 3)2RSgm 5

This large gain of 1 is the result of the diode connection of M5 between the Vdd line and

the output terminal. This large signal is transmitted to the next stage as a common mode

signal. So. it will be necessary to receive that with an amplifier of high CMRR.

Fig.D-4(E) shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vi from the Vss

power supply. This circuit satisfy the following equation.

—gm 5Vout —gm 3^1 = ~gm 1Vs = —*— -

Solving this for the gain of Ass=Vout/Vi. '

2Rtgm5

This value is small enough to prevent the noise from the Vss power line.

4.4. Dynamic Range

Next, the dynamic range of this amplifier will be calculated. Fig.D-4(F) shows the

amplifier under saturation. Here. M2 is completely -cut off. and the bias current lo flows
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through Ml. M3 and M5. Thus, the highest output voltage Vh is Vdd-VthP. and the

lowest voltage VL can be determined from M5 as;

VVL =Vdd-VlhP-2"\l —gA- (D-45)
Here. VthP is the threshold voltage of M5. and /35 is the value of KP*W/L for M5. Ib is

the bias current flowing through M7.

When the circuit is in a balanced state, current lo is flowing on both sides, so that the

output voltage Vm is:

Vm =Vdd -V,hP- -J ^1^1 (D-46)
For the cascode amplifier, one more restriction must be considered. This is due to the

extra voltage drop induced by the cascode transistor M3. To keep Ml, M3 and M9 operat

ing in the saturated region, VL must satisfy the following condition;

4.5. Closed Loop Response

In appendix F.the transient response of the reset in the linear operation region has

been calculated. But in the actual case, we have to consider the large swing signal in the

nonlinear operation region.

Precise calculation by SPICE shows that, the reset is performed in two phases. In the

first phase, the charge of the capacitors are redistributed quickly through the resistor R.

There, the time constant is simply;

TX = {CL/ / Cin)R (D-47)

Here, the MOS switch to close the loop is expressed by an ideal resistor R. For the second

phase, the input and output voltage has no difference, and converge together to the final

value. In this situation, the 2 pole amplifier is in closed loop configuration. Care must be
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taken in its phase margin.

From Eq.(D-41), the phase shift <&(a>) can be expressed as:

gmS gmi

gm5Here, the unity gain frequency 0}x is much larger than the dominant pole —-. but less

than the nondominant pole m .
CP

Then, the equation above can be approximated as follows;

2 g«i3

For the phase margin of 60° at <o1.

and;

Thus.

<bi(i}\) ^—7T+—-

At \ ~w gml' gmS .,
>M&>l) ^ -. = 1

<*>i/ Px

w, = ^1 ( GBW )

t±% >J3 (D-48)
gml CP

Or.

nondominant pole p2 .—
^V3

GBW

From the large signal analysis, and under the stable condition above, there are two time

constants during the reset procedure in the nonlinear operation region. The fast time con

stant is:

CP

6m 5

And the slow time constant is;

2{Coul +Cm )
t, =

g/ii5
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The input impedance is purely capacitive. and can be calculated using Fig. F-4 (G).

Here, the dominant factor of the Miller capacitance is considered. From the figure:

-gm^Vi = sCgd(Vi-Vm ) + gmlVin

/» =^(Vin-V1)

Solving these equations for the input Miller capacitance;

J v in gm 3

for 6> <K —— which is usually the case.
Cgd

5. Folded Cascode Amplifier with nMOS Loads in Diode Connection

Fig.D-5(A) shows the basic configuration of the fully differential cascode amplifier

Ml to M4 with nMOS loads M5. M6 in diode connection and current sources M7. M8. to

fold the signal path.

5.1. Differential Mode Gain

Fig. F-5(B) is the AC equivalent circuit for the differential mode input. For simplicity

neither body bias effect nor short channel effect will be included here. From KCL:

gm3^1 = SCL V™, + gm5Vou:
~Vi-g— = sCpVi + g„nVin + g^V,

Solving these equation for the differential gain Ad=Vout/Vin. under the assumption of

•*!• *gml :

Ad(s) =- r gml,gm" (D-51)
(jfL +ix^fL+i)

gm 5 gm 3

From this result, we get the DC differential gain of i^i. and two poles
gmS

_ gm5

">--cr-

_ gm3
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The first one is the dominant pole.

Assuming that p2 »P\. the unity gain bandwidth or GBW can be calculated as:

gml
toi = -=—.

5.2. Common Mode Gain

The common mode gain Ac can be derived using Fig.D-5(C). Here the resistance Rs is

the output resistance of the current source M9.

gm3V1 = SCL Vwt + gmsVou,

~gm3Vl - -£- =SCPVX +gml(Vin - Vs)

gml(Vilt -V5)= ^

gm5^our gm3* 1

gml(0- Vs) +
ol

2RS

Solving these equation for the common mode gain Ac=Vout/Vin.

AcO) = -—J——Ad(s ) (D-52)
*KS gml + 1

The common mode rejection ratio is 2Rsgmi + 1 over all frequency, and the poles are same

to that of Ad.

5.3. PSRR

Next, the PSRR ( Power Supply Rejection Ratio ) will be considered. Fig.D-5(D)

shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vd from the Vdd power supply.

The current continuity can be satisfied by the following equation;

Vout-Vt

r03

2RS

vd-v, _ V,-V5 Vi-V^
= -gmlKs + — + gm3V\ +

kl rol ro3

Here. rol and ro3 are the output resistance of Ml and M3. respectively. Solving this for

the gain of Add=Vout/Vd.

Add =-^ (D-53)
RLgm5
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This value is small enough to prevent the noise from the Vss power line.

Fig.D-5(E) shows the AC equivalent circuit with an AC input of Vi from the Vss

power supply. This circuit satisfy the following equation.

gmstVout-Vi) = gm3Vj

V — V
— = -gmlVS2RS

gm3Vi —gmiVs = — „

Solving this for the gain of Ass=Vout/Vi,

Ass ^1 (D-54)

This large gain of 1 is the result of the diode connection of M5 between the Vss line and

the output terminal. This large signal is transmitted to the next stage as a common mode

signal. So. it will be necessary to receive that with an amplifier of high CMRR.

5.4. Dynamic Range

Next, the dynamic range of this amplifier will be calculated. Fig.D-5(F) shows the

amplifier under saturation. Here. Ml draws all the available current Ih from M7. So. there

is no current flow in the path of M3 and M5. On the other hand, the rest of the current

2I0-Ib flows through M2. and consequently. 2(Ib-I0) flows through M4 and M6. Thus,

the lowest output voltage VL is -Vss+VthN. and the highest voltage Vh can be determined

from M6 as:

Vh =-V„ +2-yj hill +VthN (D-55)
Here. VthK is the threshold voltage of M6. and /36 is the value of KP*W/L for M6. Ib is the

bias current flowing through MS.

When the circuit is in a balanced state, current lo is flowing on both sides, so that the

output voltage Vm is;

Vm =-V„ +Vlh\—yJ 2(/*~/0) (D-56)

V,

6
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For the cascode amplifier, one more restriction must be considered. This is due to the

extra voltage drop induced by the cascode transistor M4. To keep M4 and M8 operating in

the saturated region. Vh must satisfy the following condition;

5£. Closed Loop Response

In appendix F.the transient response of the reset in the linear operation region has

been calculated. But in the actual case, we have to consider the large swing signal in the

nonlinear operation region.

Precise calculation by SPICE shows that, the reset is performed in two phases. In the

first phase, the charge of the capacitors are redistributed quickly through the resistor R.

There, the time constant is simply;

71 = (Ci//Cin)i? (D-57)

Here, the MOS switch to close the loop is expressed by an ideal resistor R. For the second

phase, the input and output voltage has no difference, and converge together to the final

value. In this situation, the 2 pole amplifier is in closed loop configuration. Care must be

taken in its phase margin.

The condition is similar to that of the non-folded cascode amplifier.

The input impedance is pure capacitive. and can be calculated using Fig. F-5 (G).

Here, the dominant factor of the Miller capacitance is considered. From the figure;

V,--^- =jC^O^-V* )+gmlVin +gm3Vx

hn =iC^(Vh-V!)

Solving these equations for the input Miller capacitance:

sVin g gm3

gm3
for o> <<£ —— that is usually the case.
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To keep this value sufficiently small, gm3 must be sufficiently large compared to gmi- To

satisfy this condition, a folded cascode amplifier with extra current sources as shown in

Fig. F-5(H) is preferred.

6. Amplifier with Diode Load, Current Source and Source Follower

To drive the large mirror capacitance of the next stage, the circuit configuration of

Fig. 3.5.7-1 (F). that is the fully differential amplifier with source follower drivers can be

considered. Because M3 and Ml drive a relatively small capacitance Cp, the band width

can be improved by the ratio of CL/Cp.

The gain for the signal imput from the power supply line has increased for Vss as

follows;

. gm 10 ,_ .._ N
A„ = (D-61)

gml

This is due to the amplification by M10 as the driver and M7 as the load transistor. Gen

erally its value is close to 1.

The output voltage is shifted down by the amount below:

AV^ =-VlhN - -w/ i£l • (D-62)
The transfer function of the source follower itself can be calculated as:

v7 ,
* 8" +1

gml

vv out
S — + 1

gml

(D-63)

Here. Cgb7 is the gate-base capacitance of M7. It has one high frequency zero and one low

frequency pole. The gain of 1 persists until the frequency of the pole. So theGBW of this

amplifier may be considered as ;

GBW = *£i (D-64)
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To get the advantage of the source follower, this value should be higher than the cutoff

frequency of the main amp -L-— .
Cp

The input impedance of M7 is capacitive. and can be calculated as:

Cinl = Cg6 7—— (D-65)

gmlFor the frequency range much higher than -^— this value approaches to Cg67. For the

gm 7
frequency less than —— , this value is less than Cgbl. but it is not capacitive.

The reset in this circuit should be performed by connecting the input terminal not to the

output terminal, but to the intermediate node, the gate of M7. This should be done to

prevent the extra phase shift of the source follower. This extra phase shift has the possi

bility to make the reset transition unstable.

7. Fully Differential Class AB Amplifier

Fig.D-7(A) shows the basic configuration of the fully differential class AB amplifier

with diode and current source loads. Here, 2Vgs is the bias voltage source to drive the

complementary transistor. When a large signal is applied lo the input, the current flowing

Ml M4 change drastically, and consequently change the g,„ of the transistors. This

results in a high drivability of this circuit as a class AB amplifier. But. here only the small

signal analysis will be performed. This is reasonable for the small signal amplification in

the comparator.

There are a few ways to bias the input stage. Fig.D-7(B) shows one of those

methods. Here. M5 and M7 under the constant bias current of Ib generates the bias vol

tage of 2Vgs. The input signal is applied in the drains of M5 and M7. If the frequency of

a

the signal is less than —£-, Vx ^sV2 * Vtn .
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The input impedance Zm is:

7 _ 1 sC + I
2gm -r + i

SC + ~R
gmFor frequency less than 1/RC, this takes the value of R/2. and for frequency over -—-.
L/

this approaches to , which is the parallel resistance of the bias transistors. This
*"gm

value is very small, and will be a heavy load to the previous stage.

Another method of biasing is shown in Fig.D-7(C). Here, the input signal is applied to

the gates of M5 and Ml. If gmR » 1, then;

Vl**V2**Vln.

The input conductance Gin for this circuit is;

G.„ = 2sC-
gm + 2sC

thi<c ic ^nii

2C

gmFor the frequency less than —. this is equivalent to 2C. For the frequency higher than

-£-. this is eqivalent to C. Here. C is the input capacitance of Ml and M3. including the

mirror effect. This bias circuit can offer less load to the previous stage. The only draw

back is that it will shift the input signal by Vgs.

7.1. Differential Mode Gain

Fig. F-7(D) is the AC equivalent circuit for the differential mode input. For simpli

city neither body bias effect nor short channel effect will be included here. And. the gms of

the transistors arematched perfectly as in the figure. ( Also for the complimentaries. )

Because the circuit is perfectly matched, the crossing nodes of Aand A' can be supposed

to be at the virtual ground.

The current mirrors of M9. M13 and so on are scaled bya factor of |. From current con

servation rule,

I=gmVin
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2^/ = 5CiVoar +2gmlVout

Solving this equation for the differential gain Ad=Vout/Vin:

Ad(s) =j g"/gmI (D-71)
2gml

gmlFrom this result, we get the DC differential gain of £ , and the cut off frequency
gml

, - gmla)c of 2——.

7.2. PSRR

The loads Ml7 ~ M20 are connected in a diode configuration. So the gain for the AC

power supply is approximately 1 for both Vdd and Vss.

The resistance of the loads Ml 7 " M20 are too low to get a high gain. So in the

actual design, two diode loads in series are used as in Fig. F-7(E).
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Appendix E Optimum Design of the Fully Differential Amplifier.

(l) Amplifier with pMOS Loads in Diode Connection.

For the optimum design, we should find the maximum value of the GBW under the

following conditions. Here, the same figures in the appendix F will be refered.

(1) When the circuit is in its balanced or idle state. ( Idl=Id2 ) the output vol

tage stays at V0 volt. That is;

KP£3 =(Vdd -VthP^V0)21I±W3 =a3W3 (E-l)

(2) The required gain G is achieved by the ratio W/L of the driver and load

transistors. That is:

G

2V

KP,
Wx

Li

KPZ
W3

^31
=

W3

wx
1

G-

KPXL3

• KP3LX

(E-2)

(E-3)

From Eq.(E-3). (E-l) and the relation of Idi=Id3=Id :

h = olxWx=ol3W3 (E-4)

<*i - oc3rn (E-5)

The transconductance of transistor Ml can be rewritten as a function of Wx as;

gmi = ^j2KPlctl/ LiW^a^W, (E-l)

The total load capacitance at the output terminal is;

Clt = Cc/ / Cm +Cjdi+Cjd3+Cdgi+Csh2
Here. Cc is the coupling capacitance between each amplifiers. Cin is the next

stage input capacitance including the Miller effect;

Cin =GC0,Z>Z)W1+C0.XZ.1W1

Here. Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, and LD is the channel overlap

length.
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Cjd 's are the junction capacitances in the drain and can be expressed as;

CJd =CjLMW

Except for Cid3 of M3. which will take the minimum size junction area of

LmWm . Here. Cj is the junction capacitance per unit area. Each junctions are

biased at different voltages, so that the junction capacitances per unit area,

Cji*Cj3' for transistors Ml and M3. are different and can be expressed as fol

lows;- . .

c - c>I'll -

•\/1 +-vT
c = Ci

V 1+ vdd-vQ

Cdg is the drain gate overlap capacitance;

Cdg=C0XLDW

Cgb is the gate-base capacitance:

Cgb = C0XLW

The attenuation £ by the AC coupling capacitor Cc can be expressed as fol

lows:

£= r% =(ce//cin)-±-
Using all these equations, the total load capacitance can be expressed by

W^as:

CLt =<*cW1 + CA7 (E-8)

Here.

«c = £C0X (GLD +L i) + Cox (LD +r31L3) + C} XLM

and

Gm = Cj3LM WAI
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The gain band width GBW can be expressed from Eq. (E-7) and (E-8) as:

oipWi
GBW = 8 l (E-9)

«cWi + Cm

This GBW increases asymptotically to a maximum value with W2. and the max

imum value achieved is:

GBWmxx =^L (
To reach the 90% value of this maximum, Wx should satisfy the following rela

tionship:

Wx>9— (E-10-2)

*** Numerical Example ***

The following conditions have been assumed;

Vdd =2.5V ,V0=1 V. VthP =0.8V. LD =0.23fim.

effective L x=2-0.23* 2= 1.54u .

effective L3=5-0.23* 2=4.54k .

effective ATP3= 15fiS.

effective KP1=A5fiS.

G £=10. £=0.5. G =20.

Cox=1.2fF/fim2,Cj=0.5fF/fjLm2

Then each coefficients can be calculated as follows:

0^=0.0358 (A/m)

r31=0.0221

ac=5.44fF//im

CA/=12.5/F

And:

GBWmiX=267 Mrad/s
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To get 90% of the value above;

Wx ^2\fim

(2) Amplifier with Diode and Current Source Loads.

For the optimum design, we should find the maximum value of the GBW

under the following conditions. Here, the same figures in the appendix F will be

refered.

(1) When the circuit is in its balanced or idle state. ( Idl=Id2 ) the output vol

tage stays at V*0 volt. That is:

KP
Id3 = (Vdd-Vlhp)2—Lw3 = a3W3 (E-ll)

(2) The required gain G is achieved by equally ratioed current and channel

width. That is;

•J
r31 =777 =W7=G~SI kp; (E"13)

(3) M5 must be operated in a saturated region, until V^, reaches the value of

Vdd -VlhP. ( Ideally it should be Vdd . )

Vds5 = VthP >Vgs-VthP = i w
V

To satisfy this condition with the minimum -=—. let's equate that and:
Ls

hs =V,2p^Ws =asWs (E-14)

From Eq.(E-13) and (E-ll);

^i = ai^i (E-15)

«i = <*3
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Substituting (E-ll), (E-14) and (E-15) to the current continuity equation of;

/rfl = Id3 + ld5

alWl = a3W3 + a5Ws

From Eq.(E-13) and the relation of ai = a3, Ws can be expressed by Wx as follows;

Ws = ^id-r,,)^! = rslWx (E-16)
a5

The mutual conductance of transistor Ml can be rewritten as a function of Wx as;

gml = V2*iW L{Wl = agWx (E-17)

The total load capacitance at the output terminal is;

Cu =CC/ / Cm +Cjd j+CJd 3+CJd s+Cdg i+Cgb 3+Cdg 5
Here. Cc is the coupling capacitance between each amplifiers, Cin is the next stage input

capacitance including the Miller effect:

Cin =GCoxLDW1 + CoxLlW1

Here. Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, and LD is the channel overlap length.

Cjd 's are the junction capacitances in the drain and can be expressed as:

Cjd =CjLMW

Except for CJd3 of M3. which will take the minimum size junction area of LMW^. Here.

Cj is the junction capacitance per unit area. Here, each junctions are biased at different

voltages, so that the junction capacitances per unit area. Cn. CJ3. Cj5. for transistors Ml.

M3 and M5. are different and can be expressed as follows:

c - c>

V 1 + J
vP

CJ 3 - CJ 5 ~

Cdg is the drain gate overlap capacitance;

Cdg = Cox LD W
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Cgb is the gate-base capacitance;

Cgb =CoxLW

The attenuation £ by the AC coupling capacitorCc can be expressed as follows;

1= r% =(cc//cin)-±-
Using all these equations, the total load capacitance can be expressed by Wx as;

Cir=acW1 + CA/ (E-18)

Here.

<*c = iCox(GLD+Li) + C0XUD+r3lL+r51LD) + LM(Cj^r5lCj5)
and

cm = ^ 3ZA/ Wv

The gain band width GBW can be expressed from Eq. (E-l7) and (E-18) as:

G5W = « ! (E-19)
ttcW^CA/

This GBW increases monotonically with Wx, and the maximum value achieved is:

GBWmiX = ^L (E-20-1)

To reach the 90% value of this maximum. Wx should satisfy the following relationship;

Wx >9— (E-20-2)
OLr

*** Numerical Example ***

The following conditions have been assumed:

Vdd=2.5V. VthP=0.8V, Vl)=lV.LD=0.23fjim.

effective L =2-0.23* 2= 1.54u ,

effective KP3=KPs=15fiS.

effective KP x=45/iS.

G £=10. £=0.5. G =20.

Cox=1.2fF/ fim2. Cj =0.5fF/ pm2
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Then each coefficients can be calculated as follows;

<*i=<*3=2.39 (A/m)

a5=3.01 (A/m)

r31=0.0866. r51=0.725.

CjX=0.2l6fF/ fim2

Cj3=CjS=0.295.fF/ fim2

ac =7.11 fFI fim

CM=12.5fF

And;

GBWmax=1661 Mrad/s

To get 90% of the value above:

Wx >l6fim

The following is a design example:

W1=32fim . W3=2fim, Ws=24fjLm.

ld i=76fiA . Cc=Cin =0.235pF

Power Dissipation PQ=76fiA X 2 X 5V=0.76mW

When 32 comparators, each with 3 stage amplifiers, are

considered, the total power dissipation will be 73 mW.

At last the optimum value for the attenuation factor £ will be considered. The

effectivegain band width is the product of the GBW calculated above and £. On the other

hand the load capacitance can divided in two parts, one containing £. and the other not.

Then:

<*c = <*c$£ + ac0
Here.

«c£= Cox (GLq + Li)
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and

<*co = Cox {LD +r3xL +rsxLD ) + LM {Cj i+rslCj 5)
For the numerical example shown above.

ac| = 7.37 f'F7 fim

ac0 = 3.43/FI fim There is a large contribution from the Miller capacitance of the next

stage in acg .

The effective gain band width under Wx»l is;

GBWeffeaw = j—

(0^<1)

So the maximum effective gain band width will be:

GBW„mx = a°
"c§ + <*c0

when £ = 1 .

Taking the same number of the example above, this will be; GBWemax = 1092 Mrad I s.

For £ « 0.5 as before , this value is 831 Mrad/sec.

(4) Cascode Amplifier with Diode and Current Source Loads.

For the optimum design, we should find the maximum value of the GBW under the

following conditions. Here, the same figures in the appendix F will be refered.

(1) When the circuit is in its balanced or idle state. ( Idl=Id2 ) the output vol

tage stays at V0 volt. That is:

KP
Ids = (Vdd -VlhP-v 0)2—±Ws = asW5 (E-41)

(2) The required gain G is achieved by equally ratioed current and channel

width. That is:

•J' -' £Ki
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V
(3) M7 must be operated in a saturated region, until V^ reaches the value of

Vdd—VthP. ( Ideally it should be Vdd .)

•4Vdsi - vthP >vgs-vthP - ^ KP7w'/Ll
WSTo satisfy this condition with the minimum -j—, let s equate that and;

KPhi =V&p-flw, =a7W7 (E-44)

From Eq.(E-43) and (E-41):

IdX = axWx (E-45)

ax = a5

Substituting (E-41). (E-44) and (E-45) to the current continuity equation of;

^ i = Ids + Id!

otlWl = otsWs + ot1W1

From Eq.(E-43) and the relation of c*i = a5. W7 can beexpressed by Wx as follows:

Wn = fL(l-rsl)nr =rlxWx (E-46)
a7

The mutual conductance of transistor Ml can be rewritten as a function of Wx as:

gmX = y/2KPxax/ LXWX = agWx (E-47)

The total load capacitance at the output terminal is:

Cur = Cc/ / Cin +CJd3+Cjds+Cjd7+Cdg3+CgS$+Cdgj
Here. Cc is the coupling capacitance between each amplifiers. Cin is the next stage input

capacitance including the Miller effect;

Cm =CoxLDWx(l+^LL) + CoxLlW1
gm3

I Wt=CoxLDWx(l+*y/ •WL) +C0XLXWX
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Here. Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, and LD is the channel overlap length.

Cjd's are the junction capacitances in the drain and can be expressed as:

Cjd =CjLMW

Except for Cjd$ of M5, which will take the minimum size junction area of LMW^. Here.

Cj is the junction capacitance per unit area. Here, each junctions are biased at different

voluges, so that the junction capacitances per unit area. Cjx. Cj3,Cj5.C;7. for transistors

Ml. M3 ,M5 and M7. are different and can be expressed as follows:

CjCji =

.-V.

V

Cj

7 v^
•vi+—

CjS —Cjt -

Cdg is the drain gate overlap capacitance:

Cdg = Cox LD W

Cgb is the gate-base capacitance:

Cgb =CQXLW

The attenuation £ by the AC coupling capacitor Cc can be expressed as follows;

£= r% =(cc//cin)-±-
In order to get the optimum ratio .

_ W3
r31" wT'

the dependence of CLT on W3 will be considered. CLT increase proportional to • in

the input capacitance, and proportional to W3 in cgd 3. THat is;

CLT = ,A + BW3 +C

1+ Vdd-Vo
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Here.

A=cox^-wr
B = C0XLd

C; capacitance independent of W3

By differentiating the equation above, we can get the optimum ( minimum ) value in:

r31" W7 - (T}

Using all these equations, the total load capacitance can be expressed by Wx as;

Cir=«c^i + CM (E-48)

Here.

<*c =£Cox(-jlL)LD+Lx) +C0X(r3xLD+r.5XL+rlxLD) +LM(r3xCJ3+r71Cj7)
and

Cm = Cj$Lm Wm

The gain band width GBW can be expressed from Eq. (E-47) and (E-48) as:

GBW = g l (E-49)
<*c Wx + CA;

This GBW increases monotonically with Wx. and the maximum value achieved is:

GBWmw =-L (E-50-1)

To reach the 90% value of this maximum. Wx should satisfy the following relationship:

Wx >9— (E-50-2)

*** Numerical Example ***

The following conditions have been assumed;

Vdd =2.5V. VthP=Q.8V,V0=1V.LD =0.23fim.

effective L =2—0.23* 2= 1.54u ,

effective KPs=KP7=15fiS.

effective KPx=KP3=45fiS.
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G £=10. £=0.5. G =20.

Cox =1.2fF/ fim2. Cj =0.5fF/ fim2

Then each coefficients can be calculated as follows;

a!=a5=2.39 (A/m)

<*7=3.12 (A/m)

r31=0.250, r51=0.0866,

r71=0.700.

ton
ag=11.8(^i_)

CJ3=0.216fF/ fim2

CjS=CJ1=0.295fF/ fim2

ac=3.70fF/ fim

CM= 12.5fF

And:

GBW max=3189 Mrad/s

To get 90% of the value above;

Wj >30fim

The following is a design example;

Wx=23fim , W3=6fim . W5=2fim . W-j=16fim

ld x=55fiA . Cc=0.061P. Cin =0.Q61pF

Power Dissipation P0=55fiA X 2 X 5V=0.55mW

When 32 comparators, each with 3 stage amplifiers, are

considered, the total power dissipation will be 53 mW.
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Appendix F Reset Speed and Stabilization

(1) Static Calculation of the Offset Sampling.

By making a close loop connection of the fully differential amplifier, its input offset

voltage Vos can be sampled in both the output and input terminals. In this way. the

equivalent offset can be reduced.

Fig.F-l(B) shows the DC transfer characteristic of a fully differential amplifier with

an input offset of Vos. As shown in the figure, the two complementary transfer curyes

cross at Vinl-Vin2=Vos. Those curves can be described by the following equations.

Vo 1 = -A (Vin 1-Vin 2-Vos )-B (V1+V 2)+Vco (F-l)

Vo 2 = A (Vin 1-Vin 2-Vos )-B (V1+V 2)+Vco (F-2)

Here. A.B and Vco are the differential mode gain, the common mode gain and the

common mode output offset in the cross point, respectively.

By making a close loop as in the Fig. F-l(C), the offset Vos can be sampled in each

terminals as follows.

i/- i _ i/ 1 _ Vco . 2A Vos ,- -nUnl-Vol-— + TfM— (F-3)
i'- -»_!/'» Vco 2A Vos fT: .>>
Va2=Vo2=HJ-wIT (F"4)

For the differential amplifiers considered here. B is kept much smaller than 1.

The input equivalent offset voltage Veos can be calculated as;

., Vol-Vo2 Vos fT. _nVeos = —1—- = .^ (F-5)

Here, the residual offset is inversely proportional to the differential gain.

(2) Transient Response of the Reset in Linear Region.

For a simplification, the reset of a single ended amplifier shown in Fig. F-2 will be

calculated. Here. Rf is the on resistance of the MOS transfer switch used to close the loop.

For the first order calculation, the transfer characteristic of the amplifier is assumed as
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follows:

£TG)=-4^ (F-6)
S+<t)e

The effect of the load capacitance has been included in a>c.

The relation between the input voltage Vin and output voltage Vo. after the Laplace

transformation can be described as;

Vo(s)= H(s)Vin(s) (F-7)

•tt>C5H*i(5) = Cin(sVin(s)^Vino) ' (F-8)
Rf

Here. Vino is the initial condition of the input voltage.

Solving for Vout(s), the following equation can be derived:

Vout (s) = A Vin° (F-9)
s2 + (<oc+^-L—h +u+o ^

as:

T =

Rf C^ Rf Ci„

The time domain solution of the equation above can be solved to be;

Vout (t)= A \ino e ^^sint * Jlw~AT/C~~-i *) (F-10)
2Rf Cm

Here, the approximation of <oc « — and the condition of 4a>cARfCin ^ 1. which is
Rf Ci„

usually the case, has been applied. Thus, the initial voltage decay with the time constant

of — , and with the oscillation of a certain frequency. For a numerical example of
2Rf Cu,

u)c = 100 Mrad7s Cin=0.1pF and Rf=10Kohm, the time constant is 2ns, while the period

of the oscillation is 1 15nS.

For the general case, the time constant for the decay, can be calculated from Eq.(F-9)

1
(t>c +

Pf Ci„

(F-ll)

In the linear region operation, the shorter time constant dominates the time constant for

the decav.
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From Eq.(F-lO), it is clear that to prevent the oscillation, the GBW ( A<ac ) of the

amplifier should satisfy the following condition;

Aa>c < - (F-12)AOt ^ ARfdn

(2) Transient Response of the Reset in the Non-Linear Region.

Before the amplifier enters in its quasi-static linear operation region, it is in a

saturated status, or in the nonlinear operation region. The response there depends in the

circuit configuration, so that no general response can be calculated analytically as in the

case above. The response for each circuit configuration will be discussed in the section

3.5.7 and appendix F.
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